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legislative C
Thursa~y, 4th Augis

Question: I iuie tax returns
Adtess-iu-. 'ply, conclusion..
Adjournmeut, stiate of business

The PRESIDENT tooki
4-SO pan., and read pray

QU EIST 10.N -IN COIME
TURNS.

Hon. 3. W. KIRWA
Colonial Secretary: 1,
Government are aware th
last few weeks nuinbers
have receipts for the
income tax during racer
received letters from the
partuient stating that in
turns had not been furni
for the years 1907, 19(
and adding that they
themselves liable to a hi
2, Whether returns were
persons holding receipts
of the fact that such perso
paid the tax ?

The COLONIAL SEC
plied : I, Yes. 2, They
consequence of namnes anc
emnployees in returns, fu
Section 52, differing fri
ticulars; stated in the reti
by the taxpayers themsel

ADDRESS-IN-LU

Fourth Doll-Gone

Resumed from the pre'
Hon. V. HAMTERSI

Through thle kindniess
Secretary I have the honot
a few remarks to you,
Following in the footsi
members. I desire to cup
at the loss the Empire
by the death of our hat
feel sure that I fully exp
of the other members that
will have a long and ilt
We also hope sincerelyI
a peaceful reign, I d

ounc1i, my congratulation-, to you, Mr. President,
upon your victory at the recent elections

at, 190 and upon the honour again conferred
PAcE Upon YOU on being reelected to preside

2"over this House. I also wish to express
i&to the new members a welcome and to

say that I am pleased indeed that
the Chair at although all the old members of this

art. House were opposed, with the exception
of our old friend Sir Edward Wittenoom,
it is pleasing for us all to meet again.

TAX RE- I would like to refer to the loss the House
has sustained by the absence from our

AT asked the midst of Mr. IRande II, Mr. Haynes, and
Whether the Mr. Oats. It means of course that we

at within the have, lost some very able advice that
of people who will, I suppose, make some of us a little

payment of more careful, but I sincerely hope that
it years have these gentlemen will be spared in our
Taxation De- midst so that we may refer to them
come tax re- from time to time and get their advice

ished by them for tile better Government and welfare
)8, and 1909, of the country though they may not be
had rendered member.s of this House. With regard

eavy penalty ? to the Speech, I think we can all con-
.sued to those, gratulate thle Government on the op-

in ignorance thidtic spirit that pervades it right
us had already through. I certainly was somewhat

astounded to find the amount of business
RETARY re- that is going to be put before Parliamnent
vere issued in this session b3ecause I quite expected
Iaddresses of that after the strenuous and good work

rnished under that the Premier has been doing in
am the par- London, he would look forward to a
unts furnished season of rest upon his oars and T think
yes, that the country could very well have

done without the enormous amnout
of business that it is proposed to put

!',PLY. before us in the present session. There
are some very important measures per-

luaion. vading the Speech right through, and
vions day. these require very careful scrutiny be-
~EY (East) : cause T personalLy aM not inclined to
f the Colonial give my endorsement to them ali. We
ar of addressing will have to wait and see exactly what
Mr. President. the various meaqures are. One great
beps of other trouble hbat we have before us is that
ress my regret the recent Federal Elections have shown
has sustained us that we shall have to keep a tight

e K~ing. and I hand on the finances. It was par-
ress the wishes ticularly unfortunate to Jose the Financial
King Ceorire V_ Agreement Mr's use with the great de-
lustrious, reign. mands in Every direction for increased
that it will be works and conveniences of one description
eire t -) offer and another, we undoubtedly wanted
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all the revenue it was possible to obtain,
and- I am quite satisfied that we wanted
some very definite revenue fixed in the
Constitution as a guarantee of the
financial stability of the country when
going upon the market for loans for the
carrying out of the many works required
here. At the same time it is a very
unenviable position for the Treasurer
of the State to have to carry on and
have this shadow over him all the time
and which will remain for Some years
to come a. great uncertainty as to what
the sources of revenue will be. Of course
the finances of the State are in a pros-
perous condition. Month after month
Went by and we saw everything was
so promising that I sincerely hoped we
would have the Treasurer corning down
this year with a proposal to remit soe
taxation. I shall still go on hopinu
theat the Treasurer will be inclined at
least to reconsider some of the taxation
which is very severe. I at least expected
that consideration would be given to the
question of the land and income tax
and it might be seen, now that
the finances are so prosperous, that a
remission of the tax or a repeal of the
Act should take place. I can see now
that a great many people who several
years ago had no hesitation in going in
for that taxa bion, because they were
to be exempted for five years, are falling
into line and becoming somewhat scared
when they notice the extraordinary val-
uations which are being put upon city
and country lands. The Taxation De-
partment has an inflated notion of the
values of the land of this country.
And from many remarks I have heard
in the country and in the city, I regret
very much my laxity when that Hill
was going through Commuittee, and that
I was not able to press the suggestion
I then made that in case a person was
not satisfied with the valuze placed on
his property, even after an appeal. there
should be some provision by which hie
could demand that the Government
should take over his property on a,
valuation. I have miet some men whose
unimproved value is greater than the
price they are prepared to take for
their land plus all the improvemnents.

When we have a department that Puts
such scandalou values upon lend-

The Colonial Secretary: Why do they
not appeal "

Hon. V. HAMERSLEY: Probably
they will appeal ; several of them
have given notice of appeal ; but it
seems to me that it is scandalous indeed
for a department, to put them in that
position. It is simply harassing the
country from one end to another. I
have seen people who cannot possibly
find the cash to pay the taxes, and
who have in some instances to go to
other people and borrow money to pay
them. It is not on account of the taxes
altogether, but it is the cost of preparing
the returns and the trouble of going in,
20 miles in somne instances, to the town
and spending a day or two there in order
to have the returns made out, during
which time their work at home is ne-
glected. They probably find they have
to pay £1 or £2 in order to make up
the taxation returns, when the tax
does not amount to that much. There
is also the point alluded by Mr. Kirwan
in the question he put this afternoon.
It is a very serious thing indeed. I
think tho department needs re-organising
or being put right out if people are
harassed to the extent of having these
accounts sent out to them continuously
for several years. It is too bad altogether.
There is something radically wrong if
officers are allowed to do that sort of
thing. If officers in any private firm
did it I think they would pretty soon be
hauled over the coals. I cordially con-
gratulate the country on the magnificent
season we have had and the abundant
wheat harvest, and at the same time
I certainly desire to congratulate the
Cormmissioner of lailways on the success-
ful handling of the whole of the harvest.
All the work of carrying the record
harvest we had was done without any
great inconvenience to anybody, and,
I' think, throughont the country we had
hardly any complaints, but, at the
same time, there was one very serious
trouble-I do not think the railways are
altogether responsible for it, but it is
a very hard matter as yet to arrive at
what is wrong. There has been a
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systematic pilfering of wheat and other
produce going on on the railways.
As to whether that pilfering takes place
at the station where the wheat is un-
loaded, or at the port of Fremiantle,
or along the line, so far no decision has
been arrived at ; but it is a serious state
of affairs when we find a firm during
the season losing some thing like 150 bags
of wheat out of a few consignments,
and when private individuals, perhaps,
out of a parcel of 400 or 500 bags discover
that 20 or 40 bags have been taken off,
for which they do not get any return.
Of course, we cannot blame anyone for
it, but the sooner the matter is rectified
the better it wili be for those who have
to make their living in the production
of this wheat. I see it is the intention
of the Government to erect at North
Fremantle and other ports, grain sheds
equipped with the most modern and
effective appliances for the rapid despatch
of vessels. I do not know how far the
Government have gone into this question,
but I sincerely hope, their intention is to
go. shall T say bald-headed, at any rate
to go in strongly for the handling of the
grain direct without the use of the bag
system. T sincerely hope that the eleva-
tor system will be introduced. We find
that in the Eastern States, particularly
in Sydney, a tremendlous amiount of
money has been spent on the electric
system. I was informed when in Sydney
that the Government had spent £60,000
or £80,000 in equipping an electric system
for handling hags, and that none of the
farmers in New South W~ales are satisfied
with it. Year after year for many years
now the farmers have been impressing
on the. New South Wales Government theo
importance of sacrificing the whole of
that expenditure and instituting the
elevator system. The samne applies in
Victoria and South Australia ; the
farmers are all pressing the various
Governments to institute the elevator
system. We must recognise that the
most important countries trading in
wheat, and the successful countries,
have this system in vogue.

Hon. W. Kingsmill:- What about
the ships, can you get the ships to come
here ?

Hon. V. HAIWERSLEY:- I think
we will have very little difficulty in
getting the ships to come here. They
go to other places. If we cannot get
them, well, this is, a country with social-
istic ambitions, and I do not see why
we should not build the ships. However,
I think it is wrong to say the ships will
not come here. On our last harvest
the farmers had to pay over £40,000 for
bags, and the whole of that £40,000 is
absolutely wasted as there is no use
for the bags where they are sent. The
bags cannot be used again, and in the
use of the bags there is a terrible loss
of wheat. From all I have been able
to understand there is no such loss
takes place in the elevator system, or,
at any rate, there is nothing like the
loss there is through using the bags.
Again, the bags are of no value in the
countries to wl~ich wheat is exported.
It is simply keeping up a trade for a
number of people in whom we have no
interest in the least. I recognise that
the Government, if they attempt to go
in for the elevator system, will be im-
mediately hitting uip against vested
interests, but those vested interests are
very slight at the present time and not
worth considering. The wheat industry
is in its infancy, and I think it is only
right we should start right, and as the
wheat industry is in such a small way
now the vested interests are naturally
small,

Hon. R. Laurie: What are the vested
interests ?

Hon. V. HAMEBBLEY; Just now,
firms trading in jute, and several of
the shipping companies. I have no
wish to mention names, but I am satisfied
it is not a serious matter. There would
be opposition, but there would be no
undue interference with any vested
interests worth considering, and we
should certainly start on the scheme.
I have no desire to go into any particulars
-I saw something in the Press this
morning about this very question-
but I am satisfied from what I have
seen of it, and from what I have read,
that all th' Eastern States are very
anxious about the elevator system,
and that the only thing that would stop
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the New South Wales Government
from doing anything in that direction
is that they have spent this enormous
sum of money putting in a system which
the farmers do not want, though of
course, some people must have been in
favour of the scheme to support the
Government spending £60,000 or £80,000
on a plant against the wishes of the
farmers generally. I know, however,
that the farmers do not care if a]] this
expenditure is thrown overboard ; they
say they must have the elevator system.

Hon. ,J. W. Kirwan:- What would
the elevator system cost ?

Hon. V. HAMERSLEY: Little more
than £:15,000, 1 believe.

The Colonial Secretary -It would cost
that for rolling stock alone.

Hon. V, HAMERSLEY: Of course,
that is one of the difficulties, but I was
only referring to the shipping portion
of it.

Hont. R. Laurie: The shipping portion
is very simple.

Ron. V. HAMERSILEY: As for the
trucks, it is only a question of the
rolling stock that has to be constructed
for the handling of the hags under the
present system, and if a number of extra
trucks have to be built for the extra
wheat to be carried, they mkaht just as
well be built suitable for the elevator
system. I1 do not think that the rolling
stock will affect the matter very much,
because when we become an established
wheat-producing country the trucks for
bulk handling will be in use for the greater
part of the year and will not be required
for one moment only. I do not think
the rolling stock would be such a severe
item in the introduction of this system.
At any rate, I certainly ask the Govern-
nent to give this question their very

grave consideration. T can assure them
that the farming community will not
be satisfied unless the elevator system
is introduced. There is great need for
the suggest-ed Redistribution of Seats
Buli. I do not know what the measure
contains, but I shall be quite prepared
to support any proposition that will
bring about 4 better system of represen-
tation for the State. I have come to
the conclasion that it would be wise for

us to adopt a system of compulsory
voting. I do not know what the new
Electoral Bill is going to be, but I think
the result of the recent Federal election
shows us conclusively that it is, necessary
that everyone should exercise the fran-
chise. There are many people un-
represented in the Federal House to-day
because they did not go to the poll.
It seems to me only fair to those who
do vote, those who have a direct interest
in the country, and it is only right to
those who go to a deal of trouble in trying
to get the best representation possible,
that every man should cast his vote.
I do not know what the amendments
of the Electoral law are going to be,
but I am firmly convinced that we shall
never get satisfactory representation
until we have compulsory voting.

Bon. 3. E. Dodd : How would you
impose the penalty.

Hon. V. HAMERSLEY : ft would
be a hard thing to impose a penalty.
I have not gone into that part of the
question, but -we should have a penalty
and compulsory voting.

The Colonial Secretary: You would
fine a man for not exercising a privilege ?

Hon. V. HAMEESLEY : We have
got beyond privilege, it is a duty. He
should give some goad reason why hie
did not exercise a rote. A voter should
give some valid excuse for not going to
the poll or he should be compelled to give
his vote. Many people are sorry after-
wards that they did not exercise the vote.
They were certain that their man was
going in, that the election wvas all right
and therefore did not bother to give a,
helping hand, the result is that the
country is represented by members for
whom perhaps only hailf the electors
voted. It is not the fault of the member,
he represents a majority of those who did
vote, but hie does not know if he represents
the wishes of the country because a great
miany people did not vote.

The Colonial Secretary : f do not
think hie would lose much sleep through
it.

Hon. .1. W. Hackett: Educate thema
up to it, that is a complete answer.

Hon. V. HA3IMERSLEY: We have
spent a lot of money in education and
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I think we are getting worse. I arn
pleased to hear what Mr. McKenzie has
said with regard to the good feeling
existing between thle goldflelds and the
coast, at the same time one must complain
somewhat of the attitude of the goldfields
towards the coast. I think Mr. McKenzie
has made a mistake, I think the coast
has always recognised what an immense
amount of good the goldfields have done
for the coast; what an immense amount
of good the goldfields have done for the
whole of Western Australia, in fact had
it not been for the goldfields, farming
would still be in a very small way.
The goldfields have been the means of
attracting a good deal of capital to this
country and the goldfields have attracted
good specimens of humanity.

Hon. R. D. McKenzie:. The Bunlury
Herald says that only the flotsam and
jetsam from Victoria camne here.

Hon. V. HAMIERSLEY: There may
be some flotsam and jetsam. You will
always find flotsam and jetsam amongst
a large number. I always believe there
existed a good feeling between the
coast and the goldfields but in the early
days the feeling between the coast and
the goldfields was due. to the people
who went on the goldfields. Old West
Australians welcomed everyone comning
to our shores. and laid themselves out to
encourage people here, and it was very
galling to some of the old hands to
realise that people did not see all the
good there was in Western Australia,
and often people left us. When the
tide set in people on the goldfields poked
fun at the "coclries " and their small
way of doing things and said that the
" cockies " should go to "Vic." or to
some other place to learn fanning.
*These men around camp fires and around
mining camps being in the majority, the
poor West Australian often had a. very bad
timne of it and it often wound up in a
fight- I have spent months on the
fields and around min-ing camps and
have often sat up and argued the point
with men hour after hour around the
camp fires where there was a good log
and a good blaze.

Hon. J. W. Langsford: Who won
the fight ?

lHon. V. HAMERSLEY: Usually the
man who could talk the most. And the
argument the West Australian wound
up with as a rule was, " if ' Vic.' was such
a jolly good country, why did yon come
away from it, why don't you go back ?Y"
That was the cliching argument, that
if the conditions were so much be.ter
why not go back, and thle, feeling became
very strong. Feeling was created in
many instances around camp fires, and
unfortunately it is left to the present day.
Newcomers arriving found that there was
a feeling against them, it was not real,
but it grew out of some of these silly
arguments around the ca mp fires. We
recognise also that. the goldfields made a
good market for us, but we on the
land want the goldfields to recognise
that not only have the fields been
a splendid market to the farmer but
that we did the best we could to
make things cheap for the people.
We have produced much chaff and corn
and meat and poultry and various other
things, and I can assure members that
in a great many instances the goldfields
people have got the articles pretty
cheaply. In the little district in which
I live a great deal of fruit is sent to the
goldfields and -the poor man who grows
the fruit gets no return. The goldfields
get it cheaply. I know some poultry
occasionally is sent to 'the goldfields,
whether the consumer gets the benefit
or not I do not know but the golddields
get a pretty good deal, and the goldfields
must not consider they are the only
".pebble on the beach " to be considered.
It has been a satisfactory mnutual arrange-
ment, it has been a splendid thing for
the producers, and thle producers have
been a great help to the goldfields. So
far as the coast is concerned it is sincerely
hoped the good feeling will continue to
exist and be lasting. I congratulate the
Government on the success they have
wade of their forward policy. I am
pleased to see they give any amount
of promise of increased vigour in the
settlement of the country. There were
several other matters I should have
liked to have spoken on but I am afraid
I am only taking up valuable time as
there are other bon. members who wish
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to speak,. I sincerely hope the Govern-
ment -will have a successful session, and
that the country willI benefit by the
good season that is promised to us. I
have much pleasure in supporting the
Address-in-Rsply.

Hon. T. H. WILDINO (Eatst; : I first
of all would like to congratulate you,
Mr. President, on being returned tD Your
old position. I amn sure dariwz the
short time I have been in this Chamiber 1
have always felt that you have conducted
the husiness of tine Hfouse in the best and
nice4 possible way. I would like to
congratulate 'Mr. lKingsmnill also on being
re-appointed Chairman of Committees.
If anyone is deserving of praise, the Pre-
mier is for the, manlier in which lie worked
in the old country to try and induce
a qood and desirable lais of emnigrant
to come to this State. There is flo doubt
about it, the advantages of Western
Australia for the right class of people are
many and we find that the Federal
Prime 'Minister as wvell as many of the
leaders of the Labour party are also in
favour of an immigration policy, but they
only want one class of peoJple to come
to the State, that is the farmier or ,he
farm laboi-wer. I would like to ask,
why do they only want one class of man
to come to the State. It seems to me
peculiar that they should say we only
want farm labourers. Why do they
want farm labourers, because they are
labouring men. Why do they want
themi to come hcre?1

Hon. .1. R JDodd : That is niot so,
if you get the farmers, farm labourers
..Nill follow without assistance.

Eon. 1T. 1-. WILDING:- It seems
to me we want bnth.

Hon. J. E. iDodd : They will come,
you do not want to assist. them.

Hon. T. H. WILING : At the
present time we are importing into the
State something like three million pounds
worth annnallY of manufactured articles,
and we must bring a desirable class of
people to assist the industries. I am
not opposed to paying a good price for
good labour. I want to see plenty of
good labour coming into the country,
and I want to see good prices paid] for it.
It is the only way to bring abont the

development so necessary in our State.
It seemus to me. that we cannot neglect
all these other industries that help to
make the country. When we realise
that man ufactured goods to so great
a value are coining into the State it
seems absurd than an influential party
like the ILabour party should tell us
that we do not require new arrivals who
may perchance comu into competition-
with those already here. One woild think
that the members of that party -and
there are many clever men among
theni-wonld more fully realise the
position. I would like to see the members
of that party helping to introduce
legislation that would build uip the
State, and not he forever setisfied with
things ais they are to day. A couple of
days a~go we were told by the Hon. Mr.
iDodd that in lKalrgooriie, or Coolgardie,
I forget which, there was roacm for
another 1,200 workers. If that bo s,,
why not bring in people to fill the places ?
Wo want people most of all. I had hoped
to see in the (Jovernor's Speech that. the
Government were going to introduce
some legislation to prevent the con-
tin uance of the present state of affairs
in connection with strikes. It is alto.
gether one-sided and unujzt. If the
-Arbitration Court finds against the
employer hie h~as to a~bide by the award ;
whereas if the award go against the
employee he ignores it, and, if lhe think
fit, goes out on strike. This sort of thing
should not be allowed to exist, and I
had hoped that the (*iovernrnent would
introduce legislation to prevent its con-
tinuance. In New ? ealand strikers are
fined.

Eon. D. 0. Cawler: Strikes are
unlawful here also.

Ron. T. H. WILDIN(J : Very well,
I want to say that the Government
should take some means to punish
strikers. Look at the position to-day.
We have strikes all round us, yet nothing
has been done to punish the strikers.

Hon. J. E. Dodd : Is the fauilt all on
the side of the worker in these troubles
to which you refer ?

Hon. T. H. WILDING: I think it
is the fault, not so much of the workers,
as of those who are behind thenm.
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HEon. J. E. Dodd: What about the
employer ? Does no fault lie with him?

Hon. T. H. WILDING : I want the
employee to abide by the award of
the Arbitration Court, whichever way
it may go. If existing legislation is
not all it should be in connection with
that Court, let us amend it :but when
an award is made by that Court the parties
should abide by it, and not go out on
strike and put other people to expense.

Hon. J. E. Dodd:± Supposing you
interpret an award wrongly-what is
going to be done then ?

The Colonial Secretary: Apply for
an interpretation.

Hon. J. E. Dodd: Suppose the Court,
cannot give it?

Hon. T. B. WILDING: Then let
them appeal to the fair mindedness of
the people, who are always ready to se
that justice is done. It seems to me
that some punishment should be dealt
out to these strikers, either by fines, or
by taking from them the franchise.
Not only those on strike, but all those
who are assisting them shbuld be pun-
ished. Take the franchise from them
for a term of 10 or 12 years, and the
trouble will soon cease. My object is
to endeavour in every possible way to
foster the establishment of new industries.
When we find we are importing into our
State so much manufactured material
that should be produced here, and that
this condition of affairs isWowing chiefly
to industrial troubles, we cannot fail
to regret that those troubles should be
permitted to eon tinue. We have capital
here sufficient to start these industries
were it not for the feeling existing
that once a man puts his money into
any industry he is ruled by labour and
gets no justice. I think the Minister
for Lands is to be congrattulated on
thle manner in which he is placing before
the people the lands available for selection.
We find that the land has been well
surveyed and classified, and that the
price of each parcel of land is set forth
on the map, together with the advances
which the Agricultural Bank is prepared
to make against the blocks. I do not
think we could have anything more
up-to-date than this, and I am sure the

Minister deserves every credit for the
way in which he has brought the de-
partment up to its present state of
efficiency. To-day, if a man requires
land all he has to do is to go into the
department, look at a map, and seal
his purchase without going out to inspect
the land, feeling convinced that it is as
it appears on the map. In respect
to our wheat belts, it seems to me that
we should not %llow people to go on
the land with the idea that they can farm
successfully on less than 1.000 acres.
That should he the least area for growing
cereals. Personally, I would give farm.
ers as much as they can use to the best
advantage. There is no reason why a
father should not select land for his son
of 16 years of age ; the boy is growing
up and he is a West Australian, and
should have the opportunity of obtaining
land now, under present conditions.

Hon. J. W. Hackett: It can be done.
Hon. T. H. WILDING: No, not

for aboy of 1flyears of age; he has to
wait until he is two years older. We
find that during last year there have been
some 2,600,000 acres of land surveyed;
that is undoubtedly a record, and goes to
show the good work the department
is doing. The previous record was only
1,700,000 acres, which, as members will
see, discloses a wonderful increase. The
area under crop last year iggregated
682,000 acres, while this year it will be
approximately 900,000. acres. This goes
to show the great increase being made in
the development of agriculture, and
especially of cereal rowing. We find
the people are going on the land and
producing wheat in an. increasing quan.
tity, and I know of my own knowledge
that those people are laying themselves
out in real earnest to bring about a
development of their holdings. From
the prospects. I should say there is no
doubt that the increase in cultivation
will be two-fold before very long. The
Government are also to be congratulated
upon the extension of the system of
agricultural railways. As a matter of
fact I would like to see this work~ pro-
ceeding even faster than it is at the
present time. There is no reason why
the Government should not borrow
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up to five million pounds, if necessary,
in order to build these lines faster so
as to give the people who have taken
up land an opportunity of bringing
their produce to market. As we all
know, it is of no use putting people on
the land 30 or 40 mil~es away from a
railway, and expecting thxemu to achieve
Success. At the same time nono can
deny that the (;ovvrnnment are to be
congratulated on the wianner in wvliclh
they have pushed on with the construction
of these agricultural railway-s. I want
to say that the Agricultural Blank is
doing exceptionally good work. Of
course, much of the credit is clue to those
gentlemen who are ianaig it, and who
have sometlinr like a million and
a quarter of money out, and yet up to
the present have made practically no
bad debts. I am a great believer in
giving a man good value for his services,
and it seems to me that these gentlemen
are not by any means getting full value
for the services they are rendering to
the country. I think their salaries
should be considerably increased, for I
know that if they were in the employ
of a private firm doing the same amnount
of business, theii salaries would be
double what they are to-day.

Hon. J. W. Hackett: There was an
increase recently.

Hon. T. H1. WILDIN(I : 1 understood
that that did not take place after all.
I am pleased to see also that the private
banks are now lending money on our
lands ; it serves to show that they
have faith in the country, that they
rtolise that the lands of this State
provide good investment for their money.
It is encouraging to see that the pastoral
industry is so prosperous. There has
ten an increase of stock to 850,000
head of cattle and nearly five million
of sheep. When we find the flocks
and herds increasing at this rate, it
must be realised how necessary it is that
the Government should do something
to enable the owners to get their stock
to market. I am. in favour of the
Government putting up freezing works
in suitable localities, more especially
iii the far north-. The stock are up
there, and I understand the owners are

prepared to accept a tax that will provide
for the interest and sinking fund for the
money spent in establishing the freezing
works. That being so, there. is no reason
why we should not provide tho,s, facili-
ties. We. have not only the land taken
up, with cattle running on it, but there
am- also vast quantities of even more
suitable land requiring stoc-kini, and
now we are LISqured there is -arteVAn1
wvater there is no reason wvhy, ii tie
people are given freezing wvorks, that
land will not eventually be taken up and'
stocked and bores put down; thus a
further ",cry valuable addition to the
pastoral lands of the State would be pro-
vidled. With regard to the Esperance
railway project, I must say I have a
good deal of sympathy with the people
of the E&Atern GAoldfields. As has been
said, it is necessary that the people on
the fields should hav'e easy means pro.
vided them to get to tli. coast in the
summer months. We should in every
way possible make provision whereby
the large population up there can get
to the coast. Whether the line should
be built or not I am not prepared to soy,
for it all depends, to my mind, upon
whether the agricultural land is suitable
and in sufficient quantities to warrant
the construction of the railway to
Esperanee. The hoard of experts have
visited the locality but do not seem to
be too favourably impressed, as they
suggest there is not enough good land
there. I understand they have taken
means to find out exactly how much
land there is in that locality suitable for
agriculture. If there is sufficient land
there to warrant the railway being
built I am going to support it; but if, on
the other hand, the line is to be only for
the convenience of the goldilds people,
I will not support it. Every goldield
has a certain life, for it is the experience
all over the world that fields get worked
out after having been in operation for
a certain number of year-s. I know
that our goldfields are at present flourish-
ing, but the position is this, that if we
build a railway wholly and solely for
the benefit of the people on the goldfields,
in some years to come the- mines might
become worked out, and then there
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would be no use for the railway. The
present difficu-lty as to people getting
to the coast might be overcome if the
Government niade the fares much
cheaper ; in fact I will go so far as to
say that if the people on the goldfields
cannot afford to pay for a trip to the
coa4t for the benefi t of their health,
I would be qnite willing to bring them
downa free so that they could get the sea
air. I will not, however, support the
construction of the line until I see there
is sufficient agricultural land in the
district.

Hon. 3. W, Kirwan : With regard to
the people being able to get to the coast
now. the distance from Albany is 600
miles.

Ron. W. K-ingsmnill:- And the farts
are the cheapest in the world.

.Hon. '1'. H. WILDING .: The Govern-
ment might make the fares even cheaper,
for we -should do all we can to make
the lives of the people up there as easy
and happy as p~ossible, and give the
residents the opportunlity of coming
down to the coast in the hot summer
months. Another matter I wish to
refer to is that of the Goldifields Water
Supply. I cannot understand why the
Government do not make use of the
-water in the weir at 'Mundaring for thia
Metropolitan area. We see that each
year there is hut very little water taken
,out of the dam. and that something
like five feet is the lowest it has ever been
reduced by. and we are now certain
that there is sufficient water there to
provide Perth and Fremantle with all
they require. Even if that were not so,
the weir could very easily and safely be
raised another fifteen font, which would
give all the water needed for the
Metropolitan area. ]If the people here
are in need of the water, as they akrc,
it should be brought down from
Mundaring instead of being retained
in the dam. The Government should
have dealt with this ques;tion long
,ago. There is the water, here arc the
-people wanting it and prepared to pay
for it, but they cAnnot get it. I have
very much pleasure in supporting the
Addrer.-in-Reply.

Hon. -1. W. KIRWAN (South): The
Speech that was delivered in this Chamber
by his Excellency the Governor is of such
a very comprehensive nature that it is
rather difficult to know wh-t particular
subjects onn should choose to speak
upon, rt is olso, as is always the case
in such speeches, necessarily vague
because, of course, no more than a
bare indication can be given in such
documents as to what the intentions
of the Government might be. Let use
take, for instance, a matter that is of
very considerable importance to the
State in general, although it does not
directly affect this Chamber ; I refer
to the redistribution of seats. Although
we are not immediately concerned in
that mnat ter, yet it is a question of commio n
concern to the whole State, and I. take
it that this Chamber naturally is deeply
interested in all such questions. Before
one feels. inclined to give his adherence
to a proposal of that kind, or to suggest
opjposition, he should know something
more about it than is possible under
the present conditions. The lparliament-
ary rolls certainly contain sown anomal-
ies, although those anomalies, when
closely examined, are not so great as
a superficial glance might lead one to
suppaose. .1 do not know what the
Uovernmnent propose in connection with
this matter, but I presume that, as
regards certain agricultural districts w~here
tlhe population has increased, there will
be an increase in the membership and,
I think, with regard to the province
I have the honour to represent, and
the province the Colonial Secretary
has the honour to represent, we can make
out a case which any impartial individual,
wvho has gone into the matter, must
recognise to be a sound one, and wvarrant-
ing the granting of additional repre-
sentation to the Eastern Gioldfields.
I have here some particulars, which.
it is only* ncessary to refer to in order to
convince members ; and, I am sure, there
is not an honourable member in this
Chamber who, when seized with the
facts, will not agree that the Eastern
Goldfields. from the figures 1 can present,
are certainly entitled to one additional
member. . I am sure that the G' overn-
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ment, in dealing with this question of
the redistribution of seats, will exercise
very great care, because they are dealing
with seats throughout the whole State
that are held by both supporters and
opponents, and it is necessary that
there should be no justification whatever
for any charge of unfaifness or Jerry-
manderirtg, or anything of that kind,
in connection with the redistribution. I
take the two provinces I have mentioned
because they are those representig
the Eastern Goldfieds Provinces with
which I am more particularly concerned,
residing as T do, in one and representing
the other. Those provinces returned
12 members to another place, end of
those 12 members at present 10 belong
to the Opposition. I am sure that the
me-re fact that those districts return
a majority of Opposi~ion members will
not influence the Government against
giving the goldfields that measure of
representation to which they are fully
entitled.

The Colonial Secretary: Whet makes
you think they would not do that:
wlhy do you suggest it?

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN : I did not
suggest it, for I said IF was quite sure
the fact that 10 out of these 12 con-
stituencies are represented by Opposition
members -would not influence the Govern-
ment in the matter, or be a reason for
any hesitation on their part to give this
portion of the State the justice to which
it is entitled. I should imagine from
the interjection of the Colonial Secretary
that he possibly misunderstood me, or,
perhaps. I did not put properly what
I intended to say. I suggested nothing
of the kind hie imagines, but rather the
reverse.

The Colonial Secretary:; The Govern-
ment have not done anything of that
kind in their public works policy, such
as building rsilways, etcetera, for they
never considered whether the constitu-
ency was held by a supporter or by an
Oppositionist.

Hon. 3. W. KIRWAN; I have not
said they have done so.

The Colonial Secretary: One would
suppose from your remarks that they
have been in the habit of doing that.

Hon. J. W. KIRWANR: If the Colonial
Secretary will excuse me I will tell him.
that I suggested nothing of the kind.
I said I was perfectly certain the fact
that 10 of the 12 districts included
in the Eastern G4oldfields provinces were
held by Opposition members would not
influence the Government against giving
tha~t portion of the Stats the fair share
of representation to which it is justly
entitled.

Hon. J. W. Hackett:- It was an
irrelevant remark of the Colonial Sec-
retary.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN:- I quite agree
that it was.

The Colonial Secretary;- I do not
know what bearing that has -on the
qi~stion.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN: T am sorr~y
that the Colonial Secretery cannot see-
the point of my remarks. I do not know
whether it is necessary to repeat them.
I am extremely surprised at the Colonial
Secretary, who is usually so very quick
of comprehension in these matters.
The two provinces to which I specially
refer are at present represented by
twelve members in the Legislative As-
sembly, and I have here the latest
Parliementa-v rolls of the State. If ther
total number of electors for the whole-
of the State be taken, we find it is 133.000.
If that total number of electors be divided
by 50-the number of members in the
Legislative Ass;embly and I do not
presume for one moment that the.
Government will propose to increase
the number of members of Parliament,
for we surely have quite enough in
Australia already-assuming, as I have-
said, that the number of the members
of the Assembly should remain at 50,
and if the total number of electors be
divided by 50, you have a quota for the
whole of the State, assuming that the.
representation of the Parliament should
be on the basis of equal electorates. I
may say I am not altogether in accord
with the principle of equal electorates,
but for the sake of argument, if we go
upon the assumption of equal electorates,
it will be found that the quota for the
whole of the State is 2,663 electors for
each particular constituency. I am
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taking the 12 seats in the two provinces
which include the Eastern Goldfields
and I take the quota as 2,663 for each
constituency. I have taken out the
muber of electors on the rolls for the
twelve constituencies on the Eastern
goldfields. f have the total of each par-
ticular electorate here. It means a
number of figures. hut I will not wonry
the House by reading them ;I will
simply say that I have had them chiecked
by' someone else and I. can bear testimony
to the accuracy of the additions. The
twelve members represent 32.166 electors.
If we divide that 32,166 electors by
32, the number of seats in the Eastern
goldfields, we have a quota for the two
provinces of 2,680. That is practicafly
the sme as the quota for the whole of
the State on the basis of equal repre-
sentation for constituencies in the matter
of the number of electors on the roll.
The quota for tlie whole of the State
is 2,663 ;the quota for the Eastern
goldfields is 2,680 ;to all intents and
purposes it is therefore absolutely ac-
-curate.

Hion. J. W. Hackett :What wvould
-he the representation of Perth?

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN : I have not
-worked that out but I notice there are
-some constituencies in the Metropolitan
area that are below the quota of 2,663.
The Metropolitan area I take it would
include Fremantle.

Hon. J1. W. Hackett: I said Perth.
Hon. J1. W. IURWAN: I have not

totalled that out. It may be said that
these rolls are out of date although
they are the latest available. It may
be said also that these rolls aWe not
representative of the people that are
now upon the Eastern goldfields. I
-claim and I think I have ample justifi-
cation for it that the population of
the Eastern goldfields has certainly not
-decreased. Some hon. members of this
Chamber were very much surprised
yesterday when Mr-. Patrick referred
to the number of men engaged in the
mining industry as being practically
the sme as it had been some time
before, I interjected that the numbler
had increased by thousands during
the year. I have here in proof of that,

the last report of the Department of
Mines andl on that particular point
I find that during 1908 the numiber of
wage earners engaged in the mining
industry was 17,266 and that the number
in 1909 had increased to 18,336, an
increase of men engaged in the mining
industry of roughly 1,100.

Hon. J. W. Langsford : Representing
the whole of the State

Hon. J. WV. J{JRWALN: That r--
presents, as my friend remarks, the
whole of the State. 1 have here also
particulars concerning each mining field
throughout Abe State, and [ find that on
the East Coolgardie goldfield, wvhich
is the centre of the Eastern goldfields
the number of men during the year
increased by 353. On the Vilgarn gold-
fields, which is also one of the districts
concerned in the twelve electorates I
have referred to, there wvas an increase-
of 111. At Phillips R iver, which is
also included in this particular district,
the increase was 30. At Dundas, another
of these constituencies the increase was
62. In the North-east Coolgardie field
which is one of the divisions referred to,
there was a slight decrese, but that
decrease was only 30. At Mt. Margaret
the number was p~ractically the same
there was there a slight increase.

Hen. J, E. Dodd:; There would have
been a bigger increase in East Coolgardie
but for the Perseverance fire.

Hon. J. WV. IjIWAN: As my friend
points out, the East Coolgardie figures
are not a fair representation of the
case. During the period of this return
a large number of men were thrown
out of employment as the result of the
fire at the Persever-ance mine. Since
then these men have been employed.
mnd in that particular i-espect it would
mean a large numiber of men. There
were 600 men thrown out of employment
in connection with the fire. I. am taking
this report fairly, and I shall refer to
the principal districts amongst these
twelve in which there has been a decrease.
In the North Coolgardie district there
has been a decrease of 12 and in the
Coolgardie district 74. Taking it all in all
the decrease is comparatively insigni-
ficant. There has been a substantial
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increase in the mnber of men employed
on the Eastern goldfields, and I can
assure this House that within the next
two years there will be at least 2,000
more men employed. I have that on
the authority of one of the mining men
on the fields whose opinion is worthy
of respect. As the grade of the ore
diminishes so it becomes absolutely
essential to go in for the treatment of
large tonnages and also to extend the
plants so that the tendency for the
future will be in the direction of an
increase rather than a decrease of em-
ployment on thes;e fields.. Therefore,
I say, estimating the question on those
rolls, which are the latest rolls available,
there is no justification for a decrease, but
there is very good reason for an increase.
Another reason that might be advanced
for an increase in the representation of
the Eastern goldfields is this: Mfr.
Gladstone laid it down on many occasions
that representation should have due re-
gard to the question of distance from
the seat of Government. That is recog-
nised in many parts of the world, and
in New Zealand, so 1 was told to-day
by a New Zealander, so strong was the
feeling on that particular question that
it was seriously discussed that Wellington
the capital of New Zealand should be
put on a basis similar to that of the
capital of the United States which
has no representation. on the ground
that every member is a member of
the capital. Members must spend a
goad deal of time in the capital and
although no one reasonably proposes
anything of that kind in this State,
at the same time I think that as distances
from the capital is taken into account
so there should be an increase of re-
presentation. Take Kimberley for in-
stance. T claim that a thousand electors
at Kimberley are as hilly entitled to
a member as, three thousand would
be at the seat of Coverniment, con-
sidering the very great distance. I
think the same thing applies, though
not to the same extent, to other con-
stituencies that are distant from the
capital, ahough not so far away a,;
Kimberley. And a fair and just mode
of representation in this; State to my

mind should he to take the quota to be
obtained by a division of the total
number of electors by the number of
members, and that that quota should
vary in accordance with the distances
from the capital. I think that is a
fair proposition. The people who live
in the capital constantly meet all the
members of Parliament, they constantly
meet Ministers, they cart constantly
bring their wants and requirements
uinder the notice of the Governmental
authorities, but it is a very serious
matter indeed for those at long distances
from the capital when they have to
bring a question of importance uinder
the notice of the Mfinistry. To-morrow
a deputation is to wait upon the Premier.
That deputation will include a large
number of men, some of whom have to
travel five or six hundred miles. It
will cost them a. good deal out of thefr
pockets, it is a very serious trouble,
it is an intei-ference with their business.
How differently are those people situated
who live in the capital and can simply
walk across the street and bring their
requirements under the notice of Min-
isters. I think it is not too much to
ask that representation in this State
should have regard to the question of
distance from the eapi al. and on those
,,rounds I maintain that any person who
goes into these figures can readily recog-
nise we have a strong, and aL very strong
clekim for additional representation on
the Eastern Goldfields. There is another
matter that, although this Chamber is
not concerned in it to the same extent
as the other Chamber, I think is worthy
of attention here ; I refer to the state
of the finances. I think it ist a matter of
satisfaction that the deficit has been
reduced to the extent it has. At one-
period the deficit reached close. upon
£400,000 and I think it is a matter for
satisfaction that last year should close,
with a deficit of only £102,000. How-
ever, the good progress seemns to have,
been very short-lived, because it is,
rather a regrettable thing that the months

that has just closed, the first months
of the current year, should show &6

deficit of £40,000.
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The Colonial Secretary:. You cannot
judge a year by a month's transactions ;
there were deficits in several months
of the past year.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN: That is quite
true, bat it is a disagreeable indication
of what the future may be. It is pointed
out that the first month is always bad.
That also is correct. But why I think
it is so necessary that we should square
the finances as soon as possible, is that
at the beginning of 1911 this State, in
common with all the other States of
the Commonwealth, enters on a new era
so far as financial relations with the
Comnnonwealth are concerned; and
it is specially important we should do
so in view of the legislation now before
the Commonwealth Parliament, and
which, there is not the slightest doubt,
will be carried, since it has been brought
in by a Government who have such a
substantial majority in both Houses.
I think we can take it for granted the
legislation will be carried, and its effect
will be this for the present, at any rate
as far as the next ten years are concerned
-to bring into operation for the year
that will end on the 30th June, 1911,
what actually would have happened had
the financial agreement been carried,
that is, the State will receive from the
Cornmonwealth 25s. per capita contri-
bution, in addition to the special sub-
vention ; but as the Braddon Section
will continue in operation until the end
of the existing year, what will happen
will be that the Federal Government
will pay back during the six months of
loll only sufficient to make the total for
the 12 months what it would have been
had the financial agreement been carried.
The result will be that the last six months
of 1910 will be a period of comparative
plenty in a financial sense, but the
first six months of next year, 1O1l,
will show a very considerable deficiency
as compared with the preceding six
months. So far as I can make out, and
I think the figures will be found correct,
we shall receive from the Commonwealth
during the first six months of 1911 a
little more than £100,000 less than we
will receive during the second six months
of 1910. As we are face to face with a

position of that kind, with the position
that in the first six months of 1911 we
shall receive £100,000 less than in the
preceding six months, I suggest and
urge that every effort should be made to
square the finances by that time ; if!
possible it would be extremely advisable
to start that period with a surplus. I
regret thatcduring the last financial year
there are some general points that do
not give much indication that we shall
wind up this year with square finances,
to say nothing of a surplus. I have
with me the financial returns for last
year, and there is one very significant
fact concerning them, that, while the
revenue for the financial year showed a
considerable improvement, an improve-
ment of nearly £400,000, it is a rather
regrettable thing that the expenditure
during that period also showed an
increase. Now, had the expenditure
during the last financial year not been
greater than during the previous financial
year, we would have practically closed
the Last financial year almost square, the
deficit would have been only £24,000 ;
and as the Government were undoubtoedly
face to face with a reduction of revenue,
because whether the financial agreement
was carried or not we would still have aL
reduction of revenue from the Common-
wealth, I think that the State Govern-
rnent might have made some effort to
at any rate not increase the expenditure
during the last financial year as compared
with the previous financial year. There
is another matter to which I would like
to draw attention. It was referred to
in the very excellent speech delivered
by Mr. Gawler when proposing his
motion. It was in the nature of
warning he issued against the State
placing all its eggs ink one basket so
far as the production of wheat is con-
cerned. Anyone who has studied the
figures regarding the prices of wheat
that hare ruled in the world for any
period of time must recognise that these
prices rise and fall as regularly as the
tides. I have with me the figures that
have ruled for the price of wheat in
London during the last 125 years. I
hope hon. members will bear up under
the shock of disappointment when I
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tell themn that I am not going to quote
themn. I can, however, point ant how
the prices have risen and become de-
pressed during that particular period.
Of course at times the price has gone
up considerably, during war times par-
ticuilarly. For instance, in 1812, during
the Napoleonic wars, the price of wheat
went up to the enormously high figure
of 126s. per Imperial quarter. It was
119-9. in 1801, the year of Trafalgar,
and at another period it was Lis. a
quarter ; but these were very exceptional
instances ; and to show exactly how the
matter affects us, we have to come
down to recent times and take the
figures, say, fromn 1804. 1 have the
figures for the -whole of the 125 years,
and any. lion. member who cares to Study
them can see themn for himself in Whit-
aker's Airnanack. The price of wheat
was very low in 1894, being 22s. 10d.
per quarter. In the following year it
showed a slight increase and went up
to 23s. Id. From then onwards there
was a gradual rise, the prices being
26s. 2d. in 1806, and 30s. 2d. in. 1897,
and reaching the high water mark in
1808, so far as that cycle was concerned.
From 18941 to 1898 there was a regular
advance in the price of wheat, which
ranged from 22s. 10d. per quarter to
314s. per quarter. In 1899 there n-as a
considerable drop in the price, and
wheat went down from 34s. to 25s. 8d.
Then a gradual upward tendency began
and, with some comparatively trifling
fluctuations, it has continued to rise till
the present time. In 1900 the price
was 216s. ld, per quarter, in 1901 it
was 26s, 9d. per quarter, in 1902 it was
28s. Id. per quarter, in 1903 it was 26s. 9d.
per quarter, in 1904 it was 28s. 4d.
per quarter, in 1905 it was 29s. 8d. per
quarter, in 1906 it was 28s. 3d. per
quarter, in 1907 it was 30s. 7d. per
quarter, in 1908 it was 32s, per quarter,
the last quotation there is in the latest
Whitaker's Airnank.

(Sitting suspended from 6-15 pm. to
7-Jo P.M.)

Hion. J. W. KIRWAN: Before tea I
w- endeav-otning, to support the remarks

that have been miade by the mover of
the Address-in-Reply, -LM'. Gawler, in
which lie advocated that ilL addition to
the producetion of wheat, those interested
iin agriculture shold go in for other pro--
(luets. And I then quoted the price oif
wheat with an endeavour to show that
wvieat was suibjected ro the ordinary law
of supply anti demand ; in fact, I think
there is 11o commodity that is so sub-
jected to the ordinary law of supply and
dlemand. At the present price of wheat
there is no eounta-y in the world wvhere
%%heaL may not he produced most pro-
fitably. I have heard it said by others
that the pa-ire of wheat wvill not fall in
the future, a ml I have heard it said that
the prit-o wilt be mnaintaine-d on two
ga-ounIds. There are those who say-
and they say so qtiite propetly-that the
production of wheat in the United States
is overtaking the eonsumption and that
the exportation of wheat from the United
States is gradnally decreasing. It is

qunite tine, blit as against that the pro-
duction of wheat in Canada is very con-
siderably on the increase. There is
another argument that is advanced by
those who contend that (lhe price of w~heat
will not fall. They say that the Eastern
nations, the Asiatic people, are becoming
more of a wheat eating- community. I rad
not long ago a v-ery interesting article in
the Contemporary Review, which put
a somewhat different aspect on that
qunestion. It was pointed out that those
who contend that thie consumption of
wheat in Asia would eonsiderablv- in-
crease were exaggerating the position.
The people of Asia for many generations
have lived on rice, and there was a par-
ticuilar reason pointed out by this writer
why, they should be ve-lry slow to go in
for whealt, It was this, that when rice is
thrashed the grain is at once suitable
for food, it can be imimediately boiled
and is uitilksed b 'y the Eastern peuples in
that form; buit in the ease of wheat, when
it is thrashed there is an additional pro-
cess that it has to g-o throug-h before it
is fit for food; and although to tis, who
are accustomed to the griindinig of corn
it seems a simple thing, bnit to the East-
era tiations who hiave not been accus-
tomed to that method of treating corn.
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it is a very serious consideration, and
will very seriously ret-ard the people of
Asia going in for wheat eating to the ex-
tent to which some people predict. Thle
contention that xvhcat will not fall in
price reminds one very much of the posi-
l ion that existed not long ago concerning
the price of copper. Members of the
House will recollect that copper last year
and the previous year had -a vetr sensa-
tional rise, from about £C60 or £70 it
graduially rose to £110. We were then
told that the price of copper would never
decrease;. it was said that thle amount
of colper consumied was increasing every
year, and that the use of electricity had
brought copper more into general use,
and that the price would not fall. Bitt,
what has happened? Copper tins fallen
from £11 down to as low as £C50. There
has been a drop in the price of copper
to one-half of what it "'as originally. I
think what has happrened in the ease of
copper and what has happened in the
case of most commodities in thle world,
is bound to happen sooner or later in thle
case of wheat. The world is producing
more wheat every year. We know even
in India the production of wheat has gone
up. The year before tast lIhe production
of wheat in India hand risen to 212,000,000
,bushels. Owing to the beneficent Govern-
inent there extending irrigation works
the people were abte to go muote freelyN
into the cultivationl of wheat, so that it
r-ose to 212.000,000 bushels. We also
know that the great wheat areas of
Siberia are coinng into cultivation. In
addition to that. the Argentine is coming
forward as a whleat producer, and, of
course, we all know of thie experience of
Canada. I have here a very significant
ieport that was prepared by the board of
agriculture as far back as 1006, and the
fig-ures that were given on that occasion
were very significant. The Board of
Agpiculture, which is tinder the control
of thle Imperial Government, have giveni
figure., which it is unnecessary for me to
quote at length, but they show this, which
is an extremely important fact-this was
the case ini 1006. four years ago-that
whilst the population of the world was
increasing at the rate of 33 per cent, the
wheat produtction of the world was in-

creasing at the rate of 42 per cent. Since
1906 the production of wheat has a4-
vanced very materially, as is shown here
by' a considerable nuber of figures con-
cerInng the wheat production of the dif-
ferent countries. Take the case of Caw-
ada. In 1904 the wheat production of
Canada was about 75,000,000 bushels; iii
10S-that is two years-it had risen to
114,000,000 bushiels. Last year I had the
opportunity of traevelling in Canada, and
travelled under circumstances that en-
abled mec to see a great deal of the indus-
tries of that country, and also to learn.
tile views of Members of both the
provincial Pa rliamient and the Dominion
Parliament. I, in conipanty with a aRUM-
bet' of Australiani and New Zealand jour-
nalists travelled in a party across the
Canadian Dominion. We travelled along
tile Canadian-Pacific Railway through the
,great wheat provinces of Alberta, Sas-
katehiewan, Manitoba, and Ontario; we
travelled for days, wvhilst ou each side of
the railway wheat fields stretched to the
horizon. That railway has done much
to render Canada such a wheat producer
because it li enabled those areas to be
utilised for the production of wheat,
whereas they would not have been utilised
if there -had not been the means of tranls-
port. That railway is but one of two
other railways i-n course of conistruction.
There is another similar transcoulineatal
ra-ilway that wilt be finished next 3-ear,
the Gra-nd Trunk Pacific Railway. That
will openi up, a iinnilar contiaeat of wheat
country to that opened up by tlie Cana-
d ian-Pacific. Further North, thle Caiiadian
Northern Railway, aniothier transcont-
tinental railway, "ill open iup a similar
belt, and, in addition to that? they are
building- a railway further North to Hud-
son's Bay, also tapping- a very large area
of wheat-gro-wiiig country, and the port
will be in Hudson's Bay. In face of all
these facts, and many others that might
be nientioned, I think thle words uttered
by 'Mr. Gawler ough-It to be taken to heart
byv the Government of the country. It
is is not for me to suggest what other
directions the agricalturists of this
Country might be induced to devote their
energies to by the Government. The
Minister for Agi 'ictIltUre has suggested
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the expenditure, I think, of £100,000 in
developing the dairying industry, and
when we find that no less than £800,000
in products such as bacon, eggs, jam, and
dairy produce is still imported into Wes-
ternt Australia, a proposal of that kind is
certainly worthy of the consideration of
Parliament. Personally, as one of file
members who represent mining- coust itt-
eneics, if the majority of members A~ho
represent the agricultural constituencies
consider that to be the best means by
which a danger of this kfind may be safe-
guarded against, 1 will have very mutch
pleasure in supporting the Glovernmnent in
a proposal of that nature. As a mining
member I am always guided in these mat-
ters by rother members who have
experience of agriculture, and projects
either in this or any other direction wvhich
the Government may see fit to adlopt for
the encouragement of the agricultural in-
dustry in all its branches, shall ever have
my warmnest support provided they mneet
wvith the approval of members represent-
ilug agricultural constituencies. I sincerely
trust that the present price of wheat may
be long- maintained. At the same time in
face of the facts to be found in any of
these books of reference it is extremely
unwise not to be prepared for, at any
rate, any ponssible drop that may be sus-
tained.

Hon,. B. C. O'Brien: Onl the other
hland, the mnarkebs of Japan and China
are increasing wonderfully in the con-
sumption of wheat.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN: Yes, the fig-
uires are given here concerning the coni-
sumuption of wheat in Japan; and it is
a significant fact that whilst the number
of people who are consuming wheat in
Japan is inereasing, so also is the pro-
duction of wheat in Japan increasing in
somewhat similar proportion. I find that
during the year 1904 Japan itself
produced 19 million bushels of wheat,
while during the year 1908, that is. two
years ago, the production of wheat in
Japan had increased to 221/ million bush-
els. That is to say, it had gone up by from
three to tour million bushels. So I have
no doubt that if the people of the East
do become a wvheat consuming people, so

also will the people of the East, just as
we are doing- iii Australia, increase the
quantity of the wheat produced. And, as
I say, as a 'aliiist all these facts regarding-
the increased consumiption (if wheat in
Asia there is the sig-nificanit fact that
wvhilst in 1906 the population of the
world increased by 33 per cent, the pro-
dunction of the world's wheat increased by
-42 per cent. I sincerely hope the p~re-
sent price of wheat wvill long be main-
tained; butl nytlung that canl be done to
encourage the development of other b)ran-
'lies of farming is wvorthy of the support
of this Chamber, and certainly shall al-
wvays have liy support so long as I am
satisfied that a majority of the agricul-
turnl members consider it advisable. At
this point I would like to say that I have
b)en upon the goldfields for the last 16
years, and I think I know a good deal
about the mining population. I canl as-
sure the representatives of the ag-ricul-
ttiral industry that the mining population
re±-ard thle advancemnt of the agricul-
tural industry in this State wvith feelings
of thle most lively satisfaction, and any-
thing that the milling industry can do to
hlp the kindred industry of agriculture
will always have thle wvarmest support of
the muining peop~le. I haove been a meal-

he ftis Chamber for two years. and
there has been no proposal put forward
for the benefit of the agrricultural industry
whlich has not received my support. Some
proposals have come forward about which
the agriculturalists themselves hlave dif-
fered. Last session we Ilad a proposal lo
increase the facilities of thle Agricultural
Hank. Some ag-ricultural members ex-
pressed doubt as to the wisdom of that
proposal, but I think the mining members,
if I remember rightly, were unanimous i.)
supporting the propositioni. Any pro-
posal that in this Chamber received the
support of the majority of the members
represeinting the agricultural industry has
always received my support and, I think,
the s'upport of the other mining members
in the House. There are certain indi-
vidutals in the State who wickedly repre-
sent the mining industry as hostile to the
agricultural industry. I cannot remember
any instance, or any utterance on t[lie part
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of any public mian, or any statement in
the goldfields Press that would support
a contention of that kind. There is a
policy to which the goldfields have always
offered the strongest opposition, and al-
ways will, It is a policy which, on the
goldfields, is claimed to be jnst as detri-
mnental to the agricultnral industry as it
is to the interests of the mining industry.
That policy is the policy of centralisation.
Bitt, so far as agriculture is concerned,
whenever any public manl goes up to the
goldflids and talks about what has been
d]one for land settlement, whatever he
may say in advocacy of a policy of land
settlement and assistance to agriculture
is aIlvays received with rounds of ap-
planse. I am sure Mr. D)odd, who
essentially represents the iners, cau
bear out what I say. I have been
,endeavouring to support what Mr.
Gawler has said as to the advisable-
ness of keeping a watchful eye on
the position regarding the price of wvheat.
And what has happened over aud over
again in the past, I sayi, scrant

happen again as it is that to-niorrow's stin
will shine. Now, before I conelude there
is just one matter I wish to refer to. I
would not touch upon it at all were it not
that it is to-day the most burning ques-
lion onl the Eastern Goldfields, and if
I (lid not refer to it I would be
scarcely' doing myv duty. I am
alluding to the movement which
has been iii existence dnring the last
16 yearn in favour of the construction of
a railway fromn the Eastern Goldfields to
their natural port. To-morrow a deputa-
tion is to wait upon the Premier. That
deputation will be representative of the
whole of the Eastern Goldfields. Repre-
sentatives will be there from Lawlers,
Boulder, Southern Cross, Coolgardie,
Esperanice, Norseman, Kalgoorlie, and
probably Menzies. Almost every centre
upon the Eastern Goldfields will be di-
rectly represented, and with respet lo
Menzies, even if that place be not directly
represented, the local municipal council
have passed a resolution strongly in fa-
vour of the construction of the line, and
have sent that resolution to somebody inl
order that he may speak on their behalf
at the deputation. The Eastern Gold-

fields are between 300 and 400 miles from
the capital, while somne of the places
I have mentioned are over 500
miles distant fromn the metropolitan
area. A large number of the re-
presentatives who will he at that
deputation have come down expressly for
that purpose, paying their own expenses;
or at least the bodies they represent will
have paid themn, which shows how earnest
arc the fields in res;pect to this matter. I
have looked up ilansard upon this par-
ticular question and I find that a resolu-
tioni ini favour of the construction of that
railway was passed in this Chamber so
far back as 1902. That resolution was
introduced by the gentle~lan whom we
have alt regarded, and still regard, as a
warm friend of that railway-: I refer to
the Colonial Secretary. He and I and
Mr. McKenzie arid a niumber of other
gol ktie Ids representatives, duiring- the
whole of our public lives, have done
everything that lay in our power to fur-
ther the interest- of (his railway; and,
knowing the Colonial Secretary as I have
done for a great miany years past, I am
perfectly satisfied that he is just as
lo 'yal and good a friend to that railway
tn-dlay as he was years ago.

A% Member: He was; not Colonial Setc-
larv then.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN, I have known
him so long, that I am perfectly certain
lie is not gooling to b-reak any of his politi-
cal pledges because of the office he holds,
and I am sure hie is going to act straight-
forwardly througho Lit this matter. He
has supported the Esperance Railway
League, not oqly by his voice in the
House but also by money, and I am
perfectly certain he would he one of the
last of men to back down from the posi-
tion hitherto maintained. We hare always
understood hint to be favoutra~be to the
project and, as I say, lie moved in the
House the following resolution-

That in the opinion of this House
the immediate construction of a railway
connecting Esperance Bay with the
Eastern Goldfields would be of great
benefit to the State.

On that occasion he delivered a very able
speech in support of the proposal and,
subsequiently, -.%r. Jenkins moved a slight
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amendment which was accepted by the
Colonial Secretary, the amendment being
as follows:-

In the opinion of this House it is
desirable that a railway connecting Es-
peralice Bay with the goldfields should
Ibc constructed as early as Jpossible.

That resolution was subsequently carried
by 13 votes to 9. To look at the division
list of eig-ht years ago conjures up rather
sad reflections, because it reminds one how
great have been the changes in this Cham-
ber during the short period of eight years.
But I am glad to find there are still
among us some hon. members who then
voted in favour of the railway. Those
hon. members 'who thus voted and are
still wvith us are, Mr. Brimage, Mr. E. M.
Clarke, Mr. Connolly, Dr. Hackett, Mr.
Jenkins, nnd Mr. Olowrey. In reading
through the very interesting debate that
took place in connection with that resolu-
tion-I am sorry that Dr. Hackett is not
here just now; however, I told him that I
intended to quote from his speech. My
only reason for so quoting from his
speech is that in all the great quantity of
literature I have perused in connection
with this railway, I. cannot find a better
statement in favour of the construction
of the Esperance railway on national
grounds than was given by that gentle-
man in the course of the debate. His
speech bears out exactly the views I have
always held. I do not regard it as a
parochial question-; it is national in the
essential meaning of the term, That is
how Dr. Hackett looked at it too, and it
gave me very great pleasure to find that
his views so closely coinciled with mine;
only that they are better expressed than
I can ever hope to express them. I find
frcom Hansard for the 10th December,
1902, that on page 2803 Dr. Hackett,
when speaking to the Colonial Secretary's
motion, said-

It seems to me a danger to Austra-
lia that our points of settlement should
be so few. Centralisation has been
talked of in this debate; and to me it is
quite cvident that if centralisation goes
on with the attendant evils, moral and
social, which always follow centralisa-
tion or the gathering together of people
in a few large cities, Australia has a

very poor future indeed before her.
Whein we reflect, for exam ple, on such
a nation as the Germans, who are now
60 millions strong and rapidly increas-
ing-and I need not refer to the Rus-
sians and the Chinese-when we con-
sider those peoples and then remember
that the population of Australia shows
a tendency to congregate in a fewv large
towns, and that all town populations
have a ten dency to fall off, I say theire
is a danger before us which it is the
duty of every far-seeing man to en-
deavour to combat. Between Albaniy
and Port Lincoln is an immense strip
of country with a fine climate, but con-
taing absolutely no settlement of, I
suppose. 100 ps'nions, except at Esper-
ance Bay. I therefore urge, in the in-
terest of the Commonwealth, that some-
thing should he done to create settle-
nment there. If the settlement existed .
all that there is in the country behind
it- agricultural. pastoral, mineral--
would be proftably developed, which
now canl be developed only at a loss,
and therefore to great disadvantage.
On this ground, that it is to the higher
interest of the community of the Com-
mnonwealth that settlement should he Pax-
tended along that cons t-nd tl]is pro-
posal affords almost the only chanice of
establishing such settlement-I am dis-
posed to give the motion my support.

That lion. gentleman subsequently voted
for the motion, which I have already told
the House was carried by 1.3 votes to nine.
I ain certain that lion. gentleman's views,
as they wvere then expressed, are the views
he holds to-day. When that speech was
made, when the Colonial Secreta-ry's mao-
tion was carried. the case for the Esper-
ance railway was not nearly so strong as
it is to-day. When the Colonial See re-
tan, fought so hard for that motion the
railway was not even surveyed, it was not
constructed half-way; to-day we have it
constr-icted half-way, we have it surveyed
for the whole distance. In addition to
that there is another argument that has
been brought forward, It is the argument
that the land between Esperance and
Norseman is useful for agrieuliural settle-
ment. The board that my friend Mr.
Wildingr referred to, stated in the course
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of their report that they passed through
,20 miles of, 1 think they used the words,
"g1ood farming laud.' Thle Minister for
Agiculture told me in conversation with
a number of others, and also said publicly
at Esperance that, according to his
opinionl, the railway would pass throngh
30 miles of what lie described as -'useful
farming land." Those are the most pessi-
inislic views that I have heard expressed.
Some mouths ago niumbers of men caime
to) me and told me of the value of tie
agricultural land down there. As I was
always interested iii the construction of
that railway, 1 was inclined to think the
-wish was Lather to the thougrht. However,
they told inc whant they thought about the
country, and I was very glad to hear it,
although I do not mind saying I thoughit
they) wvere so eager for the coinstruction of
the line that lperhapIs they exaggerated
the position. Since then numbers of men
have gone down there; I know most of
them ; they are men who have no political.
axe to grind, they are neither tied to the
Labour party, nor are they bitterly op-
lposed to it. Some of them may be asso-
ejiated wvith the one party, some w.ith the
,other, but every Matt I know who wvent
drown there, and I know a g-reat many,
with the object of looking for land with
a view of applying for a block good
enough to settle onl; these men I say, and
there were between a dozen and twenty
of them, onl returning from their trip
were, each and all, wildly entbinsiastie
,about the land. They are mostly
men who have had experience of
farmning in the other States, men who
know a good deal about thle malice lands
of Victoria and South Auistralia-all have
,come back with that hig-h opinion. It
Must not he forgotten that this opinion
was formed as thle result of their experi-
ence in the Eastern States. With all due
respect to the Minister for Lanids I do
not know whether he is an anthority upon
mallee lands or not; there are members
-who might be able to tell me if this State
has mallee lands or not.

Hon. T. H. Wildiug: Yes.
Hon. J. W. KIRWAN: One can easily

understand that a Minister, or anyone
else unacquainted with mallee lands,
might form a very different judgmlent

concerning the value of that land from
that formed by men experienced in that
classi of land in South Australia and
Victoria. All I can say is this, thiat the
meni who have taken uip land there are
men who have only one object in view;
they want to settle in this State. One
man said at a mleeting in Kalgoorlie. "
want to mjake my home in Western Aus-
tralia, I want to mnake my hom-e sonte-
where niear the south coast, where I con-
sider the climate is cooler and tuare
suited to we than elsewhere hii 'Western
Auistralia. I have a farm at present in
Victoria but L wanit to sell that and settle
in Western Australia, if I can get lanti
betw-enu Norsenian and Esperance. If
railway facilities are provided I will stay
here, hut if not I must go hack to the
Eastern States." That is the position of
Muany, many meni who have taken LiI) land
there. There was information supplied
to-day to another place to the effect that
within the last few months land was ap-
plied for ini that district to the value of
£49,000, practically £51),000. There had
been no promise mnade of a railway but
still that land lias been applied for. I
want. to present this question to thle con-
sideration of the House in such a manner
that it cannot be said that I have over-
stated the position. I believe chat a great
majority of the people of Western Aus-
tralia are in favour of the constrLuction
of this railway. I know the opponents
of the line, -who they are, who inspired
the opposition, but those opponents do
not, I claim, represent the views of the
manl in thme street, and it is the manl in the
street who is governing Western Australia
to-day. Wherever I go in Perth, wher-
ever I meet the worker, the wvage earner,
and the mnan of that type, and many of
them come to me, perhaps being old gold-
fields men and having their interests in
Perth, I bear from all that they will do
everything in their power ia the interests
of the railway. There are two reasons
advanced against the railway. One of
those reasons is advanced by some
people who are possessed of what I
think are foolish views. Those peo-
ple fear that if the railway line is
constructed it might do some damage
to the vested interests of Perth And Fre-
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mantle. Those who take that view are
unwise fur there is no justification for
it. I do not think Esperance will ever
be a port that will do any serious dam-
age to Fremantle or. to Perth. I am
perfectly convinced onl that point ; be-
sides, the position of those two great
centres is so established that surely they
need not be afraid of what little trade
Esperance might get if the line is con-
strLucted. There is another section of
this community who are opposed to the
Esperance railway on another ground.
They fear that if the line be built it
might open the back door of Western
Australia to the products of the East.
I think their fears are very foolish.
Those who know that district best, those
who have spent their lives, there, men
like Mr. Dempster, Mr. White, and scores
of others-I have been there many times
myself-all are agreed that that district
alone could produce all the food sup-
plies the goldfields wyould want. I do
not think there is the slightest question
on that point. It is these two sections
of people, who, although they are smnall
in number, have the car of those in au-
thority, and it is they who have blocked
us for the past 16 years; but the great
majority of the people of Western Aus-
tralia, those who have given the matter
any thought, arc, I am convinced, with
us, and if the question were decided,
either by referendum or a. general elec-
tion, I am suire the people who oppose
the line against all reason and common
sense, those little Western Australians,
would he swept into oblivion. I would
ask the House to consider the position in
this way. Supposing that what I say
is not true, supposing that the people of
Perth, Fremantle, and the farming dis-
tricts were against the line, supposing
that for the sake of argument, it is cer-
tain that the Eastern Goldfields are vir-
tually unanimous, as unanimous as a
population of 70,000 or 80,000 people can
possibly- be. The Eastern Goldfields
population represents one-third of the
people of this State, and if one-third of
the people of the State go to the Gov-
ernment and say they are unanimous in
asking for the construction of the rail-
way, and are able to point out that they

represent people who contribute so mnuch
to the revenu~e of this country, people
who contribute, I claim, a larger share
than the people of ally other portion of
the State, if they say they want the Gov-
ernment to construct a railway, are the
Government going to say '"No, we will.
not comply with the wishes of one-third
of the people of this State, we will not
do it."' and this though the railway is
only to cost £220.000? Are they going to
say ''no'' to so big a section of the
people who are absolutely unanimous on
the question? These people say that
within a few weeks' time, without any
promnise of the railway, over 110.00 0
acres were applied for in that district.
and[ if supposing 500,000 acres are ap-
plied for, or even supposing 1.000,00)
acres, but we shall say .500.000 acres, in
the l~orseman-Espera-ic district, this
arcs at 10s. an acre would yield £250,000,
a sum more than the total cost of the
ra-ilway. Will it be coustruceted. then?
Is the (Joverminent to answer "No,'' we
will not;'' Is that to be the answer to be
given to us? But there is another aspect
of the question that we might present to
the Government, and it is this. Since
you1 say yout will [lot comply writli the
united wish of one-third of the people
of Western Australia. and if you have
any, doubt onl the point, we shall demon-
strate to ydu by any means you. may
suggest that one-third of the people of
the State are in favour of it. We will
demonstrate to you b 'y means of an elec-
tion, by means of a referendum, or by
means of a petition, or by public meet-
ings, or by any means that the Govern-
ment wish to suggest, that to all intents
and purposes one-third of the people of
the State want the construction of thiis
line. If after an offer of that kind, and
if we say, will you do it. and the money
be forthcoming in the way we suggest.
and the Government still say no. there
is a third position that we will present,
and it is this: There are a number of
public bodies on the 'Eastern goldfields.
The Government in the past have granted
to various private companies the right
to construct what are celled tramnways,
but which in reality are railways-they
are as much railways as the line which
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at present runs from Coolgardie to
Norseman. If we say to the Govern-
ment "Will you give to the representa-
tives of the public bodies on the gold-
fields who are responsible to the people
by election, the same powers that you
have given to various wood companies,
such as the Kurrawang, Lakeside, and
the Kanowna Wood Company, who now
have longer railway lines than those we
are asking for; will you allowv the pub-
lic bodies of the goldflelds to construct
this railway and they will surrender it
to the Glovernment upon fair terms when-
ever the Government wish it; will you
then allow it to be done?'' Personally,
I would like to see this railway con-
structed by no one else than the Govern-
mneat. But, if wve cannot get the Govern-
mieat to do it, if they will allow the pub-
lic bodies to build it, I believe that wye
could form one body in wvhich all the
public bodies would have representation.
It would be practically a goldfields gov-
erning body which would control this
railwvay. If we shonld say, ''Will you
allow us to build it, and there will be
no difficulty about the money to con-
struct it, what is the Government to say
to that? Is the Government to say ''No,
we refuse the wishes of one-third of the
people of the State; we refuse, although
the money to build it is assured; wye re-
fuse even to allow the public bodies of
this State to build it.'' If the Govern-
ment are going to send back an answer
to the Eastern goldfields to the effect
that they wvill not allow it to be con-
strncted under any circumstances, what
is the conclusion we are to take from
that? It is this: No matter what case
'ye are presenting for this railway which
we have asked for for 16 years, the
Government is to say "'No.'' Whenever
the people ask for railways to be con-
strrieted the Government regard them in
the light of people who are desirous of
promoting the interests of the State,
and seeking to develop it, and they are
vreived by the Governent as people
who are worth Iy of encouragement and
assistance. But. as soon as people
from the Eastern goldfields start
to ask for the Esperance railway
they are aitators. they are objection-

able people, people who want to stir up
strife, and who are trying to set the gold-
fields against the coast; they are outrage-
ous. These are practically the infer-
ences to be drawn from the criticisms of
the actions of those who simply ask for
a railway to their natural port. We shall
await with a considerable amount of in-
terest the Premier's reply to the deputa-
tion. He may not give a direct answer,
be may say-and I do not think anyone
will take exception to it-that this is a
matter of great importance, and lie would
like to discuss it with Cabinet and give
it consideration. If he says that, no one
can take any objection to it, it will be a
reasonable proposal. I do hope, -how-
ever, that we shall have a definite reply,
yes or no, within a reasonable time.
We have been waiting for 16 years for
this railway, and we have been put off
over and over again. This Government
has done one good thing for the railway,
and because of that it wvas the most popu-
lar Government as far as the goldfields
were concerned. This was due to their
construction of the -line to Norseman two
years ago. The construction of the Es-
perance railway has been- supported gen-
erally on the goldfields. When Mr. Con-
folly was standing for election, and when
I was standing for election, the Govern-
ment were certainly not unpopular. Prob-
ably my friend wvill say when he was
standing for election he was not cross-
questioned with regard to the railway,
hut neither of uts wvas. I expect Mr.
McKenzie will say that he has never been
asked a question regarding this railway;
his opponent would say the same thing.
The matter is so universal on the gold-
fields that there has never been a fight on
the question because we can never get
anyone against it. I notice Mfr. Rings-
mnill is smiling. I daresay he had a few
questions put to him; bunt still, on the
goldfields every opportunitlv is availed
of in order to further the question. The
colilfields members when standing: for
go ldfields constituencies may or may
not have been asked questions. but it has
always been taken for granted that they
have been in favour of the construction
of the line. I assure members that this
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is not a lparty matter; tire goldfields oil
this question are absolutely united. There
are 1n0 party differences on the fields,
onl time question and I trust as a result of
this movement we shall have that line
constructed, and that the Premier w'ill
tell uts that lie will accede to our request.
I ant amongst those who claim that
while the agricultural development of
tha t country' is certainly a strong addi-
tional argument, still, that in itself is
ol anl additional argument. Bitt there
are other argumients. Mr. McKenzie
spoke about the urgent necessity" for
pyroviding the people of the Eastert4
Goldfields with access to their natural
health and] holiday' resort. If any mein-
ber of this Chamnber has spent a summer,
a long dry, hot suimmer upon those East-
emn goldfields. and has seen what the
women and chiildren have to endure, and
knows how the distance to the sea coast
might be shortenled, t am quite sure that
even from t ha t aspect alone and no oilier
the railway% will be considered to be
fully' justified. They talk about going
down to Fremian tle, Busselton, or- Albany.
With all due respect I would say that
Fremantle is not in the same latitude.
I was speaking to a doctor just before
I came down, and he told me that every'
doctor [upon1 tile goldfields would sign a
p~etition, if necessary' . tp '0Point otut thle
urgency of this matter' from t hat 01e as-
peel alone. In addition, there is the
right of every people to have access to
tlleir natural port. That is the right
which is recognised ill ever;' pail of the
wvorld. When talkin- about Canada I
mentioned that there the' were opening
u1p ports everywhere; they are just flow
opening a paort at Hudson 's Bay. wh ichi
is fi af corresponding p)osition to the one
tllat we are talking of nlow, only it is onl
a larger scale. Wherever they call they
are opening ports alid building railwa.'s.
,and I claim that to be the way to develop
a country. We in Western Australia, a
mnere handful of people, have one of the
biggest problems% that Australia canl pre-
sent; we have control of a territory
which covers one-third of the Common-
wealth, and that territoryv contains il-
limitable undeveloped resources: if is
ci most unexplored, anld it is the duty of

every member of botht Houses, to [fy
inld. to always have a map of Westerni

Australia imprinted upon his brain. A
niost important question in this State is
to secure population for our vacant
spates . esp~eciallly the Northern areas
whlich tare flow such a menace to all Ails-
tralin ; a mienaice liv reasont of the fact
that every moment they' are a tempta-
tion to the powers of the East, and so in
the sante way are the vast vacant spaces
in the Southern areas, and every effort
should be made to fill them. Tis rail-
way. ti my mlinld. will strike a blow, at
celltralisatioll, and I wvould appeal to
members not to be little WVest Austra-
lians. butt West Australians ill the trite
sense of the term. If the 'y are tryinig 4o

develop only. that wvhich canl be covered
by a postage stamrp oil the map, whiat can
one think of them? Is that a statesman-
like policy' to pursue? Recently- a mail
standing for Parliament who ought to
have kntown better advocated conceutra-
tioti, which is another word for centralism-
tion, and he probably would not say that
he was in favour of centralisation. There
are few men who say" they' are, few men
who admuit it. The mall who favours cel-
tt'alisation of' conceintration is ashamed to
admit it. Of all thke States of the Comn-
moan-ealIth eentra lisation is least desirable
in this State, the largest State of the
Coinmon wealIthI.

Hon. W. KINOSMILL (Metropoli-
tan) : One of the few disadvantages of
speaking somewhat late in the debate is
that the congratulations I have to offer
may aippear some~what stereotyped, mayv
appear unoriginal; but I feel sure, M r.
President, that You will ap~preciate the
fact that though they come late, and
aifter many others have been uttered be-
fore them, they are none the less sin-
vec, .a d they come fromt ofie who has
had every opportunity of judging and
enldorsing your fitness to hold the high
and honourable position to which you
have been elected. With regard to the
Governor's Speech I suppose all mun-
done affairs for the purpose of debate
may he divided into two categ-ories, those
mentioned in the Governor's Speech and
those which are not. The first we are
S,sti tied in tculmnl±a nuna because thtere-
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is mention of them-and may I say in
this Governor's Speech those which are
left oat form an inconsiderable min-
ority-the others we are justified in ex-
pressing surprise at the omission of. If
one were to touch on each point raised
even iii the Speech itself, without deal-
ing with its omissions, those insignifi-
cant omissions. perhaps, to which I have
alluded, one would find that any reason-
able time limit which was set would be
very much exceeded. I do not propose,
therefore, to do more than touch upon a
few points which appear in the Speech
and, if 1 'nay be permitted, a few points
which do not appear, but which, in my
humble opinion, should find place there.
I should like to take this, the first public
opportunity I have had of congratulat-
ing thle Premier upon the immense sue-
eess of his trip to England as Premier,
and of congratulating the manl upon the
recognDition of his services to the State,
and, may I say, to the Empire, so de-
finitely made by his Sovereign. The nest
point upon which I wish to touch is one
on which I am sure most lion, members
will be at one. I wish to endorse the
note of regret in the Speech at the rejec-
tion of the financial agreement which
meant so mnuch to Western Australia
and even more to Australia ; because
I nmaintain that by leaving the financial
powers of the Commonwealth within the
power of the Commonwealth Govern-
mnent without a reference to the people
of Australia, by taking out of the Con-
stitution that right which the people of
Australia had to alter it in regard to the
finances, a great blow has been struck
at those State rights which even the most
:ardent federalists, and I claim to be
amiong them, will maintain are the very
essentials of the agreement into which
the 'States of Australia entered as a
chief precedent to their entrance into
Federation. I am glad indeed to hear
from the hon. gentleman who has just
sat down that such a feeling of amity
exists onl the goldfields towards thle coast.
I am glad to hear it from the hion. gen-
tlemnan, because I hare done him men-
tally for the last month onl two an in-
just ice perhaps. an injustice for which
I miake every reparation. I felt sure

from the attitude iliat getntlemaii took
up--not so much Mr. Kirwan himself,
but the paper, that famous paper onl the
goldfields with which he has been so
long- and so creditably and so honour-
ably associated-that there was just per-
haps a little tinge of feeling between the
goldfields and thle coast; hut after listen-
ing to the hon. member's declaration to-
night, I have to wipe the last vestige of
such a suspicion from my mind.

Eon. J. W. Kirwan: The paper has
always supported the agricnltural
policy. It opposed centralisation. I
rather think you are confusing "centrali-
sation" with "the coast." They are two
different things.

Hon. W. KINOSMILL: I had thought
that the hon. gentleman in making that
speech, which any member would be
proud of making, had every opportunity
to explain every aspect of the question
and every phase of thought he possessed,
bitt I find it is not so, I find now that
when I am gleaning up thle last bits of
suspicion against the hon. member some
explanation is necessary in order that he
may explain his mental and, if I may
say, his journalistic attitude.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: I am explaining
your speech.

Hon. W. KING-SMILL:. My speech is
mainly devoted to making an apology for
having mentally wronged the hon. gentle-
mali who has just sat down. I find among
other subjects touched upon in the Gov-
ernor's Speech mention of a subject which
concerns me very greatly. I find that the
declaration made by the Acting Premier,
that this State was shout to invade what
was undoubtedly the province of Ilie Com-
monwealth in taking upon itself the re-
sponsibility of 'building- the Western Aus-
t-ralian portion of thle Transcontinental
line, finds a place in the Governor's
Speech. I thoughlt when that declaration
was made that it was made in haste and
would be repented of at leisure, and I am
surprised, therefore, to find that it is not
repented of at leisure but that the State,
or rather the Government of the State,
are about to take upon themselves powers
in a manner which the people of the State
I do not think for one moment will allow;
that they are about to undertake the
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building of a line which is, to all intents
and purposes.. purely a Federal under-
taking, the object of which is undoubtedly
tile defence of Australia, not of Western
Australia, but the defence of the whole of
Australia. I regret to find that this has
a place in the Governor's Speech. I hope
that like many other projects which ap-
pear in Governor's speeches it will not
get out of it. Indeed I may indicate the
hope that it will never get into it again
and that we will have no attempt mode by
the Government, for their own sakes, to
put this in a more concrete form than the
form it now has in a paragraph in the
Speech with which they open Parliament.
I am pleased indeed to be able to endorse
thle remarks made about the enormous de-
velopmeant, the wonderful development of
the agricultural industry of this State.
As hion. members know, I had tinder cir-
ecunstances which I need not now recall,
an ample opiportunity of examining all
thle resources of a great deal of the State;
and I went through thle country at a time
when the bountiful harvest just reaped
was in process of being successfully taken
to the coast-that portion of it which did
not go to the goldfields-by the railways
which the Government hare done so much
tn forward, the agricultural lines of
Western Australia. One thing that struck
me was the bonutifulness of the harvest.
and another thing was the promise of a
still more hountiful hiarvest next year.
Wherever one weitt one could see tile p~ro-
cess of burning-off And extending opera-
tions. I feel sure that if nature is not
too prodigal to us in the matter of rain-
fall this year thle harvest of last y-ear will
he elipsed hy the harvest that is, to come.
and in a State that after all is only at

th eiigof its agricultural possibili-
ties. With a4 few big seasons like the
are, it not only lputs settlers on their feet
bitt it encourag-es them to bring their
friends from the other States and from
the !coldfields, some of whose population
-perhaps replat-ed hr arrivals from
other State~z, perhaps not-are now turn-
ing their attention to the agricultural pos5-
sibilities of thle State. The agrivultural
outlook is very p~romising-, indeed it is
minre than nromi~ing. it is performing.
And let me say it justifies; thle overn-

inelit amly in the efforts they, are makinge
to give every farmer the op)portunity that
every farmer should have of baring a
rail w~ay within reasonable dista nce. How-
ever, there is one thing I hope the Gov-
ernment wsill observe. It is a peculiar
thivog that the more railways we build the
more roads, we want. There has been a
tendency ill the past to cut down the
roads grant. I hope that tendency may
be checked before it becomes pernicious.
I hope the Government will realise the
fact thai I have just spoken of, that the
more railways we build the more roads we
wvant.

The Colonial Secretary: Certainlyv. to
feed the railways.

Hal. W1. I{INPSMILL: 1 think the
leader of the House will agree with tile
that, through financial stress and for
other cauises, the tendency has been to
somewhat curtail the roads vote. I hope
the tendency to cut this vote down will
become less when the revenue is more
buoyant, such as we may reasonably ex-
pect in the near future. Now, to pass
away for the moment from agriculture to
the pastoral industry, it seems that Pro-
vidence has been very good to the State
for Hie last few years. Again, we find
in the North-Western areas even' indi-
cation of a bountiful season. I learn
with a great deal of pleasure that the
Government have finally decided beo place
freezing woarks at Wyn-dlam and else-
where. Apparently thle only person who
senms to be satisfed as to the meaning
of the word "elsewhere" is our friend.
Mr. Drew. who apparently comes to the
conclusion that ''elsewhere'' means
everywhere but fleraldton. I do not think
that was the intention of the Govern-
ment when that paragraph was being
framed. It must be indeed an intense
disappointment when a paragraph such
as thlis in the Governor's Speech, which
way reasonably be expected to fit even'
place inl Western Australia and secure
universal approbation, is bowled out, so
to speak, by the representative of a dis-
trict who has made up his mind that his
district cannot be included in the word.
I do not suppose any site for these
frcezinff works hans yet been fixed upon:.
-,rd in my opinioni it will he a very diffi-
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cult matter. Knowing Wyndham as I
do, and speaking without any disrespect
for it. I say it is unfortunate in its posi-
tion; nature has made it so. It will be
difficult to establish freezing works at
the town of WYyndhamn. Those who have
been there will bear me out in this con-
tention. There is barely room between
Bastion Hill, whirl, is 600 or 700 feet
above the town, and the waters of ('ai-
bridge Gulf for the not very extensive
township that already exists. Another
difficulty is that the water supply Mr.
Connor alluded to has not yet been found.
It may or may not be found by artesian
boring; I hope it may; but with these
two difficulties in the way, and the diffi-
culty that the country is but ill supplied
with fuel, I think the Government would
be wise not to rush hastily into the selec-
tion of a site for these works. There
must be other places, there must be better
places. there must be places easier of
access to the cattle country of Kimber-
ley. tUdoubtedir- there are places better
situated from the points of view I have
enumerated than the town of Wyndham
itself. I do not wish to raise a storm
of indignation at Wyndham. As a mat-
ter of fact, Wyndhamn as a town is too
hot for people to he so energetic as to be
very indignant. I hope my remarks will
be taken by those they) affect in the spirit
in which they are made, that they will be
taken with that view always in mind Mr.
Kirwan has alluded to, eschewing paro-
chial ideas and looking at the matter
from a purely national standpoint. It
is undoubtedly a fact that unless freez-
ing works are established the small squat-
ter in Kimberley-and -there are scores
of small squatters there-will not have
any chance of getting an outlet for his
produce. Nay, more, the large squatters
will not be able to supply this part of the
State at a reasonable price unless they
be assured of a market elsewhere for the
disposal of their surplus stock. Mr.
Connor. t han whom there is no better
autho, ity' iii Western Australia, has
pointed our that these markets are to be
found in what 'ie call the East. These
i'nikets need exploitation, and I suppose
exploitation will be given to them. Until
these markets are developed the outlook

for ]Kimberley is a very dismal one in-
deed, and the first meanis of improving
it is the step the Government are taking
in providing freezing facilities in that
part of the State. I notice, too, with,
pleasure the coast of the North-West,
which is renowned as one of the most
dangerous in the world, not only no ac-
count of the rocks and reefs, but on ac-
count of the shifty currents, is to be suir-
veyed. A sur-vey is being carried out to
replace the survey wvhich at present is
very insufficient and inaccurate of that
pairt of the coast. The next point I have
to touch upon is to congratulate the Gov-
ernment on taking the step which I
think is a "err vwise one, that is the ap-
pointment of a board whose main object
is the consideration of the advisability
of building newr railwva vs. I was surprised
that in the eloquent appeal wvhich Mr.
Kirwan made to the House, and through
this House to1 the countryv, I was sur-
prised in that eloquent appeal hie abso-
lutely' ignored the existence of such a
body' of men: hie absolutely ignored the
fact that these men had already travelled
over the country which he was speaking
of in support of the Esperanee railway* .

Hon. J1. E. Dodd: In the night time.

Hon. WV. KIN(ISMILL: I am speaking
of the speech the hion. member has just
delivered. The advisory board, as Mr.
Dodd will find in the Governor's Speech,
consists of the manager of the Agricul-
tural Bank, who besides being a finnacial
authority is a splendid authority on agri-
culture. Then there is the Surveyor-
General who, no doubt, will satisfy the
desideratum of Mr. Kirwan. that of hav-
ing a man acquainted with mailee lands.
These two gentlemen, the manager of the
Agricultural Bank and the Surveyor-
General, above all men should be able to
form some idea of the probable area of
country to be tapped by any proposed
line. Then there is the Chief Inspector
of Engineering Surveys, who would have
a good idea of any' engineering difficulty
that may lie iii the way of making these
railways. The lion, member chose to iz-
nloie the fact-possibly I am wrong in
savingz lie those to ignore it-but it hap-
pened that hie did not mention the fact
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that these gentlemen had already been
over the route of this railway.

Hon. J. E. Dodd: Admittedly in the
night time.

Hon. W. KINGSMILL: I did not see
that admission. I hear so many curious
things about this railway that one does
not know exactly what to believe. I did
bear some mention of it on the gold-
fields when I was speaking there, and I
was asked most extraordinary questions
about it. At one meeting I was asked
whether I was in favour of that part of
Lord Kjitchener's report wherein he laid
down as a conditional precedent to the
establishment of the Trans-Australian
railway that a line should be built from
Esperance to tap the railway.

The Colonial Secretary: Did Lord
Kitchener say that?

Hon. W. KINOSAML: I had not seen
it and I said so, and after Fthe questioner
had expressed his pity for my ignorance
lie allowed me to depart in peace. I was
also asked about the fortifications of Es-
perante and making a harbour there, and
I was asked so many questions, so much
so that one could be excused a certain
amount oif confusion arising in the mind
as to what is expected. I happen to know
Esperance very well indeed, probably I
know Esperance a good deal better than
any memnber of this House. I have spent
liut s there at all times of the year
andl I know the surrounding country.' I
am not an expert oif mallee land, and no-
body* but an expert in inallee land should
express ain opinionl (n the land around
Esperanee. I aID lot going to express an
opinion. T suppose I am irde nds

cussing (he Esperance line when dealing
withi the advisory board. I take it that
the Esve ranee line should be built for
two reasons; the twvo reasons that Mr.
Kirwan laid down. These two reasons
are, the existence of a very large extent
of extremrely' good agricultural land, and,
secondly. the existence in Esperance oif a
magnificent health and pleasure resort.
So far as the agricultural lands go, if I
wvere a fervid advocate of the line I think
T should pin mn'y faith to that, if I wvere
sure of .5,000 acres there to be taken up
for land settlement. This board that has
been appointed by the Government, a

board of experts independent of any poli-
tical control, a board of men who have
made their names in Western Australia,
and made their names, some of them, in
Australasia, they are not going to lend
their names to any little parochialism
such as some of the people in that part
of the world are accused of advocating.
I think any report these gentlemen give
will be an accurate, true, and fair report,
and as far as Ilam concerned I think that
the main object of that line, if built,
should be the opening lip of the agricul-
tural country, and T am quite prepared
to stand, or let Esperanee stand or fall,
by the quality of the report which these
gentlemen put in. Not a report made,
after a cursory inspection of the country
that Mr. Dodd says was made, but let
these experts make a further examination
of the country and then let the Govern-
mient say whether the line should be
built or not.

HOD. .1. E. Dodd: Before the channels
of trade are establised.

Hon. W. KINGSMILL: Yes; go be-
fore the channels of trade are established,
bnt now the channels of trade have be-
come established. Before that it would
have been good for the goldfields to have
had a line built, and at that time I sup-
ported the building of the line. I am not
ashamed to say that I have since changed
my mind, that is, so far as the building-
of that line to put it into the carrying
trade of the goldfields, is concerned. For
this reason, there is a certain amount of
traffic to be taken to the goldflelds, and
the fact of Esperance being opened uip
will not increase that trade, but instead of
having, as we have now, one payable lin2,
what would wve. have: we should increase
the capitalisation of our railways and
harbours because Esperauce harbour is
not a natural harbour, and a good deal of
money would have to be spent there to
make it in any degree equal to the har-
bour at Fremantle, and it wvould not in-
crease their carrying capacity vine penny,
that is looking at the matter from a
national standpoint. If the golied
have anything to conmplain of in connec-
lion with a railway service I should be
the firet to remedy it, but the goldields
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people will take up an attitude that the
railway should carry jewvellery at the
same rate as they carry jarrah. The ma-
jority of the goods carried for thle gold-
fields people is in thle line of general mer-
ehandise, and no one would maintain that
drapery should be carried at the same rate
as coal and timuber, which -forms the traffic
along thle coastal linle. If you go to the
fields or stop in Perth-and remember, I
have been a goldfields member, not in the
sense in which the term goldfields is used
in this Chamber, I came from a goldficid
which is not recognised as a goldfield, be-
cause when members speak of the gold-
fields here they mean the Eastern Gold-
fields and nothing else. I often wonder
how the other goldields representatives
stand here and listen to thle goldfields be-
ing spoken of in the way they are. I was
about to say that if you go to the fields,
and if people begin discussing railway
matters you are met with the argument
that the freights to the goldfields are far
higher thtan to any other part of the
State. That assertion may be made by
unthinking people. Freights, undoubted-
ly, are high, but on thle same class of stuff
the same freights are applicable to the
goldflelds line as, to the other parts of the
State, therefore, it is not a just assertion
und should not be much considered. Let
me touch for a moment on the second rea-
son why Esperance should have a railway
line. That is that Esperance is a health
and pleasure resort for those on the gold-
fields. I have had experience of nearly
the whole of the Western Australian coast
from Wyadharn to Israelite Bay, and in
my experience Esperance is easily the best
summer resort in Western Australia. I
do not know any summer resort in Aus-
trali--

Hon. R. W_ Pennefather: Is it better
than Albany?

Hon. W. KINGSIMHL: Far better.
Not in climate but in other ways. So far
as facilities for sport are offered in Es-
perance, Albany is not to be compared.
It is, indeed, one of thie finest health anti
pleasure resorts I have known, hut
whether the State is justified in building
a railway purely from a health and plea -
sure point of view~ alone, that is a matter

onl which even Ali- K~irwan Must admit
opinions may differ.

Hou. J. W . Kirwvan: When the money
for its construction is assured.

Hon. W. 1{INGSMILL": During the
lion. member's temporary absence fromt
the Chamber I have dealt, to my satisfac-
tion, with what I thought was that aspect
of thle qlue.tion. I have already explained
to che House that my opinion was that if
this very large area of good farming land
is available, and [ am not offering an
opinion principally for the reason that it
wold be presumptuous on my part, not
being experienced in inallee land to offer
an opinion, buit if that land is available
in the estimation of time advisory board,
which thle lion. member did not men-
tion-

Ron. J1. W. Kirwan:- I did men tion it.
Hon. W. KINUISMILL.: I must have

been absent from the Chiamber when the
lion. meiiber- dealt with that point.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: It is said there
are 20 miles of farming land, though Mr1.
Mditchell says there are 30.

Hon. W. 1(ING931IlLL: Then Mr.
Mitchell has rather more praise for :t
than the Railway Advisory Board. If the
Railway Advisory Board can recommend
the building of the line from an agricul-
tural point of view, certainly I think
the line should be built.

Houi. J. W. Kirwan: Does nothing
else Count With you but the agricultural
view?

Ron. W. KINOZSMILL: What else
should count?

Hon. J. WV. Kirwan: Should not the
hecalth point count?

Hion. W. KlNGSM1KLL: Yes, hut if
the agricltur'al pr~ospects of the line are
not such as to warrant its construction,
then the Government wvouldi not be justi-
fied iii undertaking it.

Hon. J. W. Kir-wan: But have not
the people of the goldfields the right to
have access to their natural port?

Hon. W. KINGSIMILL: For what pur-
pos would the lion, memober use this
natural port, seeing that the lion, member
has declaredi that the port would not have
thle slighitest effect upon the trade of :hc
lirt of Fremantle, nbury and Al-
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bany? Personally I do not think it
would. But I have already pointed out
that while it would not affect the trade of
Fremantle or Perth, it would affect the
capitalisation of our railwvays. It would
largely increase that capitalisation with-
out adding to the earning power.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: Are we to be
compelled to carry our goods 180 extra
miles in order that the railways may pay
the betteri

Hon. W. KINOSM1ILL: Now the hon.
gentleman is rather receding from the
position be originally took up. He first
said the line was worthy of being built for
two reasons; first of all from the agri-
cultural point of view, and secondly from
the point of view of health and pleasure.
He was good enough to say that the line
would not affect the trade of Fremantle
or Perth. By that, I take it he was quite
content to have those goods carried in the
way in which they are now carried. If
not, why say it wouild not affect the trade
of Frentle or of Perth? Personally I
do not think it would affect this trade;
but, even if it did, if it gave that inlet to
other provinces of Australia which the
hon. member says some people are afraid
of, those people would indeed be very 'in-
federal in spirit if. for no better reason,
they objected to the proposed railway.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: But why not
favour the building of the line if the cost
of construction be assured?

Ron. W. KiNOSMILL: It may be ats-
sured from the hon. member's point of
view, but let me ask him--

Ion. J. W. Kirwan: If 500.000 acres
of land be taken up in that country,
would you -be in favour of the construc-
tion of the line?

Hon. Wi. KINGS'MrLL: I have already
said that if I had an assurance on that
point, and if the Railway Advisory Board
were in favour of the building of the line,
I would not oppose it.

Hon. J. IV. Kirwan: The Railway Ad-
visorv Board who spent three days in rae-'
in,- over the country!

Hon. W. KINOSMILL: I am so sorry
to have to repeat portions of my speec h
merely to satisfy the bon. member's pas-
sion for interjection. I have already
dealt with the point lie now touches

upon, and I have said that the Railway
Advisory Board, if they thought suffi-
cient inspection has not been made,
should go over the ground again. I am
glad to find that this inspection of theirs
was not so cursory as I at first thought.
I gathered from 'Mr. Dodd that they had
hurried over the country iii the manner
of a criminal evading justice, spending
only one night in the passage. Now, it
would appear that the time occupied was
three days. Really the testimony is so
extremely conflicting that it makes it very
hard for a person like myself, who is
open to conviction--

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: You are not open
to conviction. The goldfields vote at the
recent election settled you in respect to
this railway.

Hon. W. EKrNGSMILL: Not at all;
Ilue lion. member must know my mind
better than I do myself. I do not hear
any animosity at aUl against the people
of the goldfields for their vote. I am not
one of those who, because a man does not
vote for them, think he must be wrong in
principle and a ruffian of the deepest dye.

Hon. 5, E. Dodd: Your colleague does
not agree with all you say.

Hon. W. KINGS-MILL: I daaesay Mr.
Dodd's colleagues have said things with
which he does not altogether agree. Even
in his party, supposed to possess the
quality of unanimity in the highest de-
gree-even in the ranks of that party one
can find little traces of dissension, or, I
will not sayv dissension, but little differ-
ences of opinion. You find extremists
even in that party. I am glad this House
has gained in Mfr. Dodd one who is not
an extremist, but whose object, as shown
during the brief time he has been in the
House. is to lay before us the views of
his party with moderation and discretion.
T feel certain that if be were free to ad-
mit the fact he would say that sometimes
the extremists of his party have gone fur-
ther than he would care to go.

Hon. J1. E. Dodd: Yes; but why do0
you wanit the Railway Advisory Board's
report in respect to this particular rail-
way when it Fas not been 2iven in respect
to other railways?

Ron. W. KINOSMILL: We want it
it, the case of this and all future rail-
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ways. The reason why, in the past, we
have not had it, is because the Board did
not happen to be in existence. I trust
that is a good and sufficient reason why
we bad no report from the hoard.

Eon. J. W. Kiirwan interjected.
Hon. W. RING SXILL: I do not ex-

actly see the force of the hon. gentle-
moan's interjection. As a matter of fact
be appears to me, as I have already said,
to be possessed of a inordinate passion
for making interjeetions. I am sorry it
is so. It is, perhaps, characteristic of
that part of the world from which lie
comes. I allude, of course, to the gold-
fields. But I do hope that while I am
making these few remarks the bon. gen-
tlemnan will accord to me the courtesy I
accorded to him when I sat and listened
to his remarks. Perhaps my remarks
are disjointed, and in all probability they
have not that compelling force which
makes bon. members listen to NEr. Kirwan
in sience. However, let him possess his
soul in patience. No doubt if I say
anything vry violent or wide of the truth
lie will rise to a point of order.

H~on. J. W. Kirwan: I understood that
interjections were by way of compliment
to a speaker.

Ilon. W. KINORMILL: If that were
so, I should feel the most flattered man in
Western. Australia.

Hon. J. W. Kirwvan: Well, you arc
making out a good case for your constita-
eats, and deserve well of them.

Ron. J. W. KINOSMILL: I was try-
ing to explain my attitude, not from the
point of view of my constituents alone,
but from that of the wrhole of the people
of Western Australia. This, I think,
should be the main object of everyone
in the Chamber.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan:- The way to arrive
at that is to take a referendum.

Hon. W. KINGSIML: As for the
probable issue of a referendum, it is com-
forting to know that there is no limit
placed on the powers of prophecy pos-
sessed by members. We can always talk
about the absolntel3f certain result of a
referendumr if it were possible to get one.
I wish it were possible, for just out of
,curiosity it would be interestingl to see
what would happen.

Hon. J. W. Pennefather: We have had
one referendum too many.

Eon. W. KINGSMWLL: I would like
to see this referendum, just to satisfy the
bon. gentleman whose mind is intent
upon acquiring knowledge through un-
usual processes. The next point I wish
to touch upon is one mentioned the oither
night when I listened to that little hear
story related by my friend and former
colleague. I would like to rewind my
hon. friend that bears, though large and
sometimes truculent of aspect-although
I understand the animal in question, in
that admirable cartoon drawn by an artist
for whom I have the greatest respect, wvas
not truculent of aspect hut, rather, wore
a smile. To my mind the bear in qLues-
tion had a sort of air of innocent protest.
However, I was going to remind the hon.
member that hears, though so large in
size and fierce. of aspect are yet of timid
disposition, and if unduly harassed, even
the one in question, instead of coming
further down the pole may seek refuge at
the top again. Then, again, there is a
good deal in the adjustment oDf those steps
upon the pole. Some bears like shiort
stops, while others like long ones. Now
the Government bears, if I may he par-
doned the use of sueh a t~rma-as a matter
of fact the Government just now appear
to be operating rather as "bulbs" titan
"hears"-ike their steps cut very long,
notwithstanding the fact that any other
hear mnight lose his balance on passing
from one to the other. But, to drop alle-
gory: What I would have said if an op-
portunity had occeurred last session was
that I would be prepared to meet the
overnment half-way. I think they ame

going too far in asking so great a reduc-
tion as was asked in last year's Bill. How-
ever, T am prepared to meet them -with a
£20 qualification; and if this will fit the
case my servies, I may say, are at their
disposal. If not, and if the Bill em-
erges from Commritte-at which stage,
of course. my position debars ire from
taking an active padt-with such a re-
duction as I have said, -well and good.
If it does not, then undoubtedly I shall
have to oppose it at the next stage. I hope
I Make My, position perfectly clear. I
do not intend to enlarge upon the sub-
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jeet of redistribution of seats. As a mat-
ter of fact I think it is always unwise to
meet the trouble half way; and we are
going to have plenty of trouble about
this. I can bear a gentle rumour of it,
and indeed it is to be felt in the atmos-
phere. Whatever it may be in the first
place, one would be unwise to prophecy
as to what the shape of the Bill will he
by the time it gets here. However, by
that time I will be prepared to study it
and come to some conclusion as to -what
action I shall pursue in the matter.
With regard to the encouragement of sec-
ondary industries, I think members would
do well if they were personally a little
better acquainted with the secondary in-
dustries that already exist. I am sure
Mr. Kirwan w~ill pardon me if I mention
the obnoxious name of Perth, but I am
sure it has given me a great deal of
pleasure, during the past five or aix
month;, occasionally to visit some of the
factories which exist in and around the
city, which exist and do well under con-
ditions not always too favourable. It is
undoubtedly true that it behoves any
Government or mnunicipality to see that
the capital of a city shall not be too great
a parasite on the country surrouinding it.
If it is possible for us in Perth to make
our position more secure, to render our-
selves lp-s. the sport and plaything of [lie
agricultural seasons or of the times of
depiression. or inflation, of the nwining in'-
dustry, by buttressing up this town with
factories and industries of its own, every-
thing that can be done should be done in
this connection. It might surprise niem-
bers to learn that even to-day this
State is s;ending away biscuits to Mel-
bourne, confectionary to Sydney, and
even leather goods to the other
States, and are competing reasonably
even although the conditions are not
so good here as there, with the
larger firms in the East. I am sure mem-
bers. will be glad to learn this, and if
they hare any doubt on the matter I
would like them to verify for themselves
what I have said. I am very pleased to
find that a Department of Industry has
been established, and I feel sure every-
thing- that can be done will be dlone. With
the terms of our Federal Constitution

always kept rigorously in sight we should'
encourage as reasonably as we can those-
industries that can he encou raged. Mr.
Throssell was good enough to pay sonic
little tribute of compliment to me for
having been instrumental in bringing be-
fore this House, as I will do again this
session, a motion referring to the manner-
of dealing with lapsed Bills. For one
reason or other this unfortunate provision
has not yet found a place in the Stand-
lug Orders, not through any fault of this
Chamber, -but because another place have.
wanted either the time or the inclinal ion
to deal with it. I hope that will not be
the case this year. I feel sure members
will again agree to support the motion
I will put on the Notice Paper. Let us.
hope that in another place it will, he re-
cognised this session that the motion is
not an insidious trap laid for them, but a
mneasure of common sense, introducingC
to this Parliament what has been the
practice in other Parliaments the world
over for years, a practice that has met
with good results. It will have the effect
of greatly saving both time and nmoney
to the country and, I am sure, will give
ever- satisfaction. There is one matter
not mentioned in the Governor's Speech,
and which I would feel almost ashamed to
mention here were it not for the urgenc y
of the case. I feel sure the Colonial Sec-
retary will forgive me for mentioning it.
I have spoken of the subject before, and
it refers to the distribution, the inequit-
able distribution, I think, of Government
funds to the various charities of the
State. The Colonial Secretary knows to
what I allude. Last night a meeting- was
held of the Childrten's Protection Society;
it was the annual meeting and, by the
courtesy of His Excellency the Governor,
took place in the Government House
ballroom. At that meeting a state of
affairs was disclosed which was very in-
teresting, and was fully set forth in the
report of the society then placed before
members. A few of the salient points of
that report I -will touch upon. My main
object in making this appefll is because
the society is the on 'e charitable organisa-
tion here which receives absolutely '1o
Government support, althohigh. it is a1d-
mitted by the Colonial Secretary hims~elf
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-and by those of his officers who are there
to advise himr, that the work the society
is doing is excellent and deserves encour-
ag-ement. If this recognition is not gi en
the operations of the society mast before
long assuredly be seriously retarded. It
is not as if it existed for Perth alone, for
the children nder its charge have comie
from the following places: :-Lawlers, Nal -
groorlie, Boulder, Fimieton, Ravenat horpe,
Geraldton, 'Norsemnan, Bunbm'y, Mandn-
rab, Greenb ushes, Harvey, Beverley, Kur-
rawang, Pilbara, Northam, Laverton, Bus-
-selton, Sandstone, Sydney, and New Zea-
land. There are now some 73 children
nder the charge of the society, and they

-come from the different places I have
-mentioned. The Colonial Secretary has
gone so near promising to help this society
on one or two occasions-I will niot say
that lie has absolutely promised, for if hie
had done so that promise would have been
fulfilled-that the society feels it has
some right to expect recognition of its
work. I make this appeal on the Society's
behalf. Perhaps I might be almost taken
to he unjustified in introducing this sub-
ject. I take it, however, that it is a seni-
ous omission from the Governor's Speech
that the good work the society is doing,
-and is prepared to do is not repognised,
-and the assistance granted which is no
more than its due. Some of the
.other societies to which Government re-
-cognition is extended are, perhaps en-
gaged in a work not so necessary as that
,carried on by the Children's Protection
Society. I have to thank members for
having listened to me with a fair amount
of quietude, and I have to thank those
members who have paid me so many comn-
pliments. I have to thank the House for
their kindness in placing mue in the posi-
tion I occupy. Allow mne to say that after
travelling the length and breadth of West-
ern Australia it is pleasing to come home,
as it were, like the prodigal son of old,
and be welcomed as I hare been in this
honoured and august assembly. I hare

-much pleasure in supporting the Address.

Hon. R. W. PENNE}'ATKER (North) :
I was thinking before I stood up that if
I remained a little longer, and waited
for a few more subjects to be touched

uPon, everything I possibly could say
would be said much better than, per-
haps, I could express it myself. At the
risk, perhaps, of wearying the House for
a few moments I desire, without pre-
fatory remarks, to offer you, Mr. Presi-
dent, my sincere congratulations upon.
being again elected to the seat you have
held worthily for so many years. I de-
sire to extend the same to 11r. Kings-
mill, and I can assure him that I and
others welcome his return to this IHouse.
The Speech of His Excellency, which
was proposed in concise and lucid terms
by my honourable and learned friend,
-Mr, Gawler, commends itself, I think, to
every member of (his Chamber who is
not of a. partial mind. There is much
matter in it which leads to differences
of opinion, and with somec of those sub-
jects it would be unwise to deal at pre-
sent. At the same time, however, I can
assure ini friend, and among others,
Mr. Kirwan, that the subject so dear to
his heart, the railway to Esperanee,
should it come before the Chamber this
session will receive, at my hands, and I
am sure at the hands of every niember,
a fair and candid deliberation, undeter-
mined by any preconceived ideas, no
mnatter from -whAt quarter they came. I
have to thank Mr. Kingainill for refer-
ring to the intention of the Goveyrnment
to establish at Wyndhntm freeziung works.
He is acquainted with that part of
the State, having visited it on more
occasions than one, and he could
assure members of some of the diffi-
culties that will have to he faced
in that quarter. It is true there 11ay13 be
some difficulties in fixing- the site, brit
they ean be overcome. There is plenty
of land available, so it is only a ques-
tiou, perhaps, of a little expense in fix-
ing a wharf on that side of the stream.
But as regards the water, I can assure
my friend, for I bare visited the district
since he has, that there is a large and
copious supply of fresh water eigvht or
ten wiles away, on the high tableland,
that can be brought down in pipes and
will flow by gravitation. That will be a
cheaper way than by endeavonring to
find artesian suplhies. I have no doubt
that the initiation of the work will lead
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to the cheapening of meat in this market,
for meat can be brought down in a
chilled condition in a very much better
state than if the animal is trausbipped.
It will open uip a market for our extra
products in the East. Unfortunately
there are difficulties prevailing at pre-
seat owing to the laws of quarantine be-
ing so strict in Manila, and other is-
lands, north and west of our Continent,
bbt we hope with better representation
these will shortly be overcome and the
renmlations relaxed to a considerable ex-
tent.

Hon, B. C. O'Brien: Great assistance
will be given to the small growers.

Hon. R. W. PENNEFATHER: Yes;,
it means annihilation to them if sonic
such institution as freezing works is not
established. The small grower is not
able to charter ships and is at the mercy
of the large squatter, who offers what
price he thinks fit. As the latter, him-
self,' finds a difficulty in getting rid of
his surplus stock he naturally does not
want the stock of others to compete with
his. I am much indebted to Mr. Kirwan
for his reference, in the course of the
long, able and exhaustive speech he
made, to one subject which will engage
the attention of the House in a lively
nManner, no doubt, before long; that is
the Redistribution of Seats Bill. Mr.
Kirwan pointed out what has been ex-
pressed before, but I will pay him this
compliment , that I have never heard
it expressed in such a concise and em-
phatic manner as he placed it before this
Chamber. That is, that the -representa-
tion of the constituency should not be
guided solely by the per capita of the
electorate, but by other considerations,
mainly the one of remoteness from the
capital; that is, that the representation
in remote parts should be according to
the distance from the capital. This
strikes home to me. because I make it a
religious part of my duty, as a represen-
tative of the North Province, to visit
that place once a year, and I ant one of
the worst sailors that ever wvent on a
ship. I go on board in fear and tremb-
ling, for I know that I will experience
several bad hours on the boat. If it be
so difficult to go there f rom here, how

much more difficult is it for those whop
have no such facilities to come south!
My colleague, Sir Edward Wit tenoom,
has referred to the necessity for the Gov-
ernmnent to arrange for a Supreme Court
judge to visit the North-West, and par-
ticularly the town of Broome, once or
twice a year. Much injustice is being
done there, I fear, owing to the want of
that convenience because, as Sir Edward
pointed out, and I can bear testimony to
it also, many cases are not brought into
court simply on account of the great ex-
pense that has to be endured in order
to bring witnesses to Perth, and the
people would rather endure an injustice
than run the risk of bringing witnesses
so far at such great expense. I have
never had an opportunity and I do not
think any of the members of this Cham-
ber have had an opportunity, excepting
the Colonial Secretary, of seeing the Bill
dealing with liquor law reform.

The Colonial Secretary: You saw it
last session.

Hon. R. W. PENNEPATHER: It
never reached this House. I throw out*
the suggestion in connection with Bills
dealing with subjects that are already
on cur statute books, scattered, some of
them, over eight or ten Acts of
Parliament, that whoever draws up the
measure should try and codify the laws
on the subject and put all into one Bill.
That would be a great saving and would
put our laws into a convenient form. I
believe there are some 14 or 15 amend-
ing- Acts on the liquor question. I would
like to re-eho what I said on a previous
occasion when the Address-in-Reply
came forward, on the subject of reor-
ganising the Agent General's office. We
have not heard any definite statement
vet from the Premier as to what the in-
tention is, hut I stil hold the opinion,
and it is shared by a good many mem-
bers in this Chamber and another place7
that that office should be reorganised
with the view of bringing into it fresh
blood from this State, men who have
lived here for a number of years and
who are thoroughly saturated with
Western Australian affairs! and who
would know what they were speaking
about. I think it would help very much
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to facilitate and efficiently conduct the
business of that office if this course
were followed. I would like to say
one or two words with reference
to the proposed establishment of the Uni-
versity. This is a subject I have always
taken a deep interest in, and I am glad to
see that the Government are going to take
steps to give it concrete existence. I
think before any attempt is made to es-
tablish secondary schools or colleges, that
the Government should see that in every
part of the -State where there might be a
sufficient number of children that prim-
ary education is given. I have ascer-
tained that the custom is growing uip to
secure quarter-acre allotments alongside
schools in order to give -the children the
benefit of the study of nature. I hope
that this will be practised extensively
throughout the country centres. I trust
that, notwithstanding the movement to
establish secondary schools, the first con-
sideration of the Government will he
to lay down the ride that primary educa-
tion is the first essential,

The Colonial Secretary: So we do.

Hon. R_- W. PENN EPATHER: In
speaking of primary education, I cannot
help sympathising very deeply with the
school teachers who hare very arduous
duties to perform, and many of whom, I
regret to say, are getting salaries which
are not commensurate with the imnport-
azice of the work they have to discharge.
I do hope that the Government will see
they are treated in a liberal and fair
manner. I would like to bring under the
notice of the Colonial Secretary that the
extension of the jetty at Broome is a sub-
jeet that the people in that quarter of the
Stale are looking forward to with con-
siderable interest. Their desire is that the
woork of extension should be carried out
without any great delay. No doubt it will
must a reasonably large sumi of money,
hut, at the samne time, it will serve a great

wnbecause the completion of the work
will mean uthat the steamers going up and
down will be able to load and unload ir-
respective of the tides. With referetev
to the establishment of the battery at
Marble Bar and the construction of the
railway connecting that mining centre

with Port Hedland, I feel sure that the
Government have done very wisely. - I re-
gzently visited that district and was pleased
to see at Marble Bar that a great number
of claims which had been abandoned or
neglected, were all being worked, and
worked, evidently, satisfactorily. Now
there is the opportunity of mining below
water level. Before, this was out of the
question, because there was no timber
grown locally that -would answer the putr-
pose. There is a feeling of hopefulness
in the district now and the place is grow-
ing prosperous. There is a fine stamp of
manhood engag-ed at work there, and al-
though the temperature is high they all
appear to he in excellent health and, in
fact, it sems to be one of the healthiest
localities I1 have visited, in spite of the
summer temperature being almost unbear-
able. The Government need not have any
apprehetision that the line which is
rapidly approaching completion will
not pay; on the contrary I be-
lieve it will1 pay handsomely, and
will be the means of opening up
another place which also has great
mining possibilities, and that is Nullagine.
I am at a loss to appreciate some of the
remarks which hanve been made with re-
ference to the ]ikelihood of the over-pro-
duction of wheat. I think the object of
the hon. member who gave utterance to
this remark was not to encourage people
too nmuceh to go in for wheat, because of
the fear that in developing their land they
may find that at the end of a harvest they
have mnade a loss instead of a profit. At
the same time, the amount of wheat pro-
duced here would scarcely affect the Euro-
pean or the world's markets. My friend
was referring to the wheat production in
foreign parts where it is in excess of the
demand:- but that is an open question, as
a good deal depends upon market opera-
tions which regulate the prices. I shouldl
like, if it would not be trespassing too,
much upon the time of members, to refer
to a subject which has given me a great
deal of worry, and that is, what we are-
to do with our immense coast line along
the Northern part of the State where we
have a belt of rich alluvial soil which will
grow anything that the climate will allow.
That soil is simply reeking with organic*
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matter, hut there lurks a danger behind it
when it is turned over and the tropical
sun. beats upon it. Throughout the length
of that coast line I do not know whether
a white man has attempted to cultivate
anything of a tropical nature. That is sig-
nifloant on the face of it, and it seems to
me to bear out the fact that along that
toast -where the country is low lying anid
where the atmosphere is humid, and tro-
pical conditioiis prevail, it is not the place
for a white man. Inside on the table land,
however, where you go into the purer air
of heaven a different condition altogether
prevails and the white mnan can work
thiere. But on the coast line, as a rule .
if he tries to work there lie is bound. to
g-et malaria. Why should we run the risk
of sending our white brothers to such a
fate as that? Suppose it were possible to
economically mid physically get the white
mran to work there, I see another difficulty
staring us in the face. If you produce an
article in the tropics it must come into
competition with a similar article g-rown
elsewhere by cheap labour. If you pay
10ls, a day for white labour in our tropical
parts, how is it, possible to compete with
tropically-grown products which come
from places where mnen are paid 10s. a
month? That, to my mind, is a strong,
argoumlent against the economical possi-
hility of developing our coast line with.
white labour.

Hon. J. E. Dodd: The customs duties
would prevent these products from eonm-
ing in.

Hon. R. W. PENKNEFATHER: The
customs duties Would not help you in the
least when the disparity in the wages is
so great.

Hon. J. E. Dodd: It was said that
sugar Could not be grown by white labour
in Queenislandl.

Hon. R. W. PENNEFATHER:- Yes;
and what are they doing now; they are
charging us 98a ton more for it. it
you do that with eveiy product you wil
have the people in such a condition that
they will soon kick against it. If you
-row these products with cheap Olabour in
other countries, l abour which is paid
for at the rate of 10s. a month, how can
you possibly compete against such a
thing with white labour. The products

grown by this cheaper labour could pay
any duty and then find their way in.
There is another aspect that I would re-
fer to in connection with the question of
coloured labour. The Commonwealth
have taken over a portion of New Guinea,
and I learn that in Papua there are
800,000 coloured men. If these coloured
men are treated as Commonwvealth sub-
jects then they have a perfect right to
roam over the Commonwealth, and I do
not see any Constitutional law which will
stop them. This, then, might solve the
question of coloured labour on the coast,
hut I view with horror the idea of mixing
the two races. Any man with common-
sense must know that it is most suicidal
to do a thing lIke that, but we might
utihise thiis labour under restrictions simi-
lar to those which are imposed upon the
men engaged in pearling in Rruame,
where they' are compelled to return after
three years, and %% hen. a fresh lot are
brought back. With regard to the coast-
line where cojoured labour would have to
be employed, it might be employed with
restrictions such as- these. Mfany men
run away wvith the idea that wre all wvant
an absolutely white Australia. Sgo we
do, hat at the samie time are we going
to leave a coastline, same 2,000 niiles in
extent, a mere waste and open to anyone
to settle on ? if you take away f rom that
coast line a few towns like Wraydharn,
Derby, Broome, Hedland, Cossack. and
Carnarvon, wve have 2,000 miles remaining
where, perhaps, not more thaa 10 white
in exist. I sincerely hope that this
question, which does not affect lion, mem-
bers in this Chamber except indirectly,
will be brought significantly under notice
in the proper quarter by our Government,
with the view of securing a relaxation of
sonic of the regulations affecting- the em-
ployment of coloured labour where it is
essential that it should be employ' ed. The
Commonwealth GJovernment have ad-
nutted coloured labour in connection with
pearling, but have imposed restrictions
which are annUoyinlg to those engaged in
the industry. If a boat is destroyed or
los;t in a tempest, a pearler is allowed to
transfer his labour to a new boat, but
not so to an old boat. It seemis a very
queer lair, and is giving a lot of trouble
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up at Broome. Representations have
been made to the proper authorities about
this matter, but at present the difficulty
still remains. I will not occupy the at-
tention of the House any longer, for I
know there are other speakers to follow.

Hion. R. LAURIE (West) : It was not
my intention to take part in this debate,
bat there are one or two matters to which
1 wish to draw attention. Before doing
so, I desire like other members to offer
my congratulations to you, Sir, on your
re-appointment to the high office you have
so worthily filled for some years past.
Some of my friends representing agri-
cultural districts-and particularly Mra.
Hameraley Who is not here just now-
appear to me to have taken uip a peculiar
attitude towards the Government over
the erection of grain sheds at Fremantle.
The Government are about to spend some
£C50,000 or £E60,000 on that work to fur-
ther the interests of the agricultural in-
dustry, and I do not think Mr. Hamers-
ley's attitude is a fair one. This ques-
tion of wheat handling, has given people
a great deal of thought, not only in the
Eastern States, hut all over the world.
One of the first things those connected
wvith the industry should study is as to
whether Wheat can be carried in bulk
from here to the home markets. The
expense here would be great. There is
the building of railway trucks for the
transport of wheat. Then there is the
provision of thle elevators at considerable
cost. We know that throughout Canada
they have. those means of handling
wheat, and no doubt the necessity for
cheap handling of wheat will absolutely
force the Government to seek the most
modern methods. But I think a little
study onl the part of those connected
with the industry will tend to show that
the Government of the State are well-
advised not to spend a lot of money until
they are quite sure of tile result. There
is this again: the steamers to be em-
ployed would require very great altera-
tions as demanded by the Board of
Trade for the safety of those who sail in
those vessels. Because, when wheat is
carried in bulk and not properly trim-
med it means very grave dangler to human
life, and the Board of Trade hae de-

vised some drastic restrictions on the
carriage of wheat in hulk. We all know
that shipping companies the world over
are prepared to do business that is pro-.
fitable; but in this ease it requires very
great and costly alteration to make the
ships suitable. I commend the Govern-
ment for what they have done, and I
trust they will not stop there; because
the building they are putting up could
easily bc converted to the system of
elevators when necessary. Then, again,
there is still a diversity of opinion as to
whether wheat can be carried from Aus-
tralia home in bulk, although so far,
the weight of opinion seems to be in the
affirmative. Experiment has been made,
and it has been shown that it means a
considerable saving in handling charges.
The present Government, who have given
so much attention to agriculture, will
probably see their way clear in due course
to erect tile elevators so necessary to a
reduction in the cost of handling. Mr.
Kirwan has called attention to the neces-
sity for being, careful not to bestow too
mnuch attention on the growing of Wheat
alone. A little thoughtful consideration
wvould hanve shown Air. Kirwan and Mr.
Gawler-who in this iespect was the first
to raise thle cry of caution in this House-
that the Government have encouraged in
every way the grazing of stock in tihe
South-West and other districts, and
hare done everything possible to foster
mixed farming. I knowv the numbers of
sheep that have been imported into this
country by the Government, and the num-
bers alabo that have been brought from our
Northern districts for our small farmers
in the South-West. The Government
have been specially careful to encourage
the raiuig of sheep and other stock. A
question was raised by Sir Edward Wit-
tenoom as to the Agent General's office
in London, and I find Mr. ]N&cKenzie mak-
ing complaint in respect to thle mans! e-
meat of that office. I was there three
years ago, and while in London I was very
much in and out of the office. I do not
wish to resent Mr. M3ckenzie's complaint,
because if hie sees any reason for com-
plaint he has event right to ventilate it.
But when a complaint is made against a
person not in a position to reply, and any-
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member can conscientiously defend that
person, I think it is his duty to do so.

Hon. R. D. McKenzie: I was not com-
plaining of individuals, but of the meth-
ods employed.

Hon. R. LAURIE: Mir. McKenzie has
complained of the methods employed.
Twelve months ago a member of the Op-
position in another place went home, and
I am pleased to say that on his return
that gentleman got up in another place
and justified the wvay in which the officers
of the Immigration Department looked
after their -work and saw that only pro-
per persons were sent out here. We know
that in all businesses mistakes will hap-
pen; but this member of another place
not only testified in that place to the ex-
eellent way in which the wvork was being
carried out in London, but he did the same
in the Trades Hall at Fremiantle. I only
mention this matter because while I was
in Londoni 1 was impressed with the belief
that these gentlemen at home were doing
very good woirk. I do not like to hear
criticised the methods of an office which I
consider is very well eonducted -lcastwavs
I think that criticism should not be allowed
to go without challeng'e when there is one
here who has recognised the good work
being done. Another subject I would like
to touch upon is that of the Five Brigades
Aet passed last year. Very few people
suspected that its effects would bare been
so far-reaching. I have a statement from
the secretary of a roads board in my dis-
trict containing 12,186 acres. It is a
question whether the fire brigade could
possibly get around such a district in
time to lend material assistance in the
case of a fire. The boundaries of the
board include Bicton, Palmyra. Apple-
cross and Bull's Creek. -With a very small
revenue that board hare to pay £102 17s.
7d. for the upkeep of the fire brigade..

The Colonial Secretary: They should
bare applied for exemption. They have
not done so.

Hon. R. LAURIE: It is all very well
for one with the knowledge of the Minis-
ter to say that they should have applied
for exemption; but we all know perfectly
well that the secretary of a roads board
has not such knowle dge, and in conse-

quence be waits until the account comes
in, when be at once takes the proper
course to have the matter rectified, namely
by calling public attention to it. I have
now called to it the attention of the Minis-
ter, and of Mr. 'McKenzie, who is a mem-
ber of the board. It may have some
effect, and serve to rectify a grave in-
justice. Every house in that district
has to pay £1 2s. per annum for fire
brigade service, and I say I doubt if
there would be a possible chance
of calling the brigade to give any
assistance at all. The £1 2s. would in-
sure every house in the district. I trust
that if thie application for exemption be
made the board will get the benefit of it.

Hon. R. D. McKenzie: Give us the
other side of the case. What about Pre-
mantle

Hon. R. LAURIE: We all know what
happened at Fremantle the other day
when a writ was about to be issued upon
them. Evidently) the municipal authori-
ties of Fremantle are not satisfied.

Hon. R. D. M1cKenzie: They are get-
ting an expenditure of £3,500, and their
contribution is only D900.

Hon. R. LAURIE: However, I refer,
not to a prosperous town like Fremantle,
but to a roads board district.

Hlon. R. D. McKenzie: I admit there
are sonmc hard cases.

Hon. B. LAURIE: I am satisfied to
leave the case in the hands of the hon.
member. I do not wvish to delay the
House longer. I am convinced that we
have a prosperous season in front of us
with, perhaps, double the qtantity of
wheat that we had last year. It means
that this part of the coun1try is going to
gain something from that prosperity, and
I am satisfied we have a vrq brigbt fu-
ture. The Government have done, and
still are doing much. Sir Edward Wit-
tenoomn and Mr. Pennefather have called
attention to the North-West. The Gov-
erment have put up lighthouses and
done everything possible for shipping. and
perhaps in their wisdom they may see
fit to extend the jetty at Broome into
deeper water.' I know if it is done it will
mean a great saving of time. I hope
also the Government will be able to do
something at Port Hedlland so as to make
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the harbour fit for ships to go in and out
at any time. I am afraid, however, it
-will be too costly at the present time, but
the Colonial Secretary has been there
and, if the Government are able to do it,
probably the money will be provided.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
J. D. Connolly) 1 feet in having to re-
ply at this late hour to this long debate I
am apt to weary the House, and I am
certainly at a decided disadvantage; but
ait the risk of wearying the House, inl
order to save members assembling next
week. I shall make some remarks. I
would not have dlone so had I not been
occupying the position that I do as re-
presenting the Government, but as the
Leader of the House it is necessary that
I should make a few remarks and
rellv to some of the utterances of
[loll. members. The Speech His Excel-
lency has delivered is, as has been re-
marked by many members,. a very corn-
prehtensive one, and it is so because it
comes at a time when the Government
have been in office some four years, suffi-
cient time to enable them to carry out
most of their programme. The most
gratifying feature in the Speech is the
refer-ence made to thme very satisfactory
state of our finances this year. We are
in the happy position of having a surplus
of revenue over expenditure, the first
financial surplus for six years. With all
due modesty I claim that it is to a large
extent, indeed entirely, owing to the
efforts of the Government, to the policy of
opening uip the country and assisting the
primary industries by the establishment
of public works and railways in particii-
lam. When we refer to the amount of
land taken uip last yeam-. as set out in the
Speech, 1,400,000 acres under conditional
pin-chase conditions, and 250.000 in home-
stead farms, and when we see that
2.600,000 acres have been surveyed, it
constitutes an admirable record of the
work of the Lands Department, a record
not only' for Western Australia, but, I
venture to say, for any other State of the
Commonwealth. probably for any country
in the world. But th surplus is not
solely brought about by that policy,
but patly as the result of four

years' strenuous efforts on the part of
every individual Minister constituting the
Government. When we took office it was
not a popular time to take office, for
there had been a deficit for a number of
years and there was every probability of
deficits contiuing for several years. We
took office in the face of a falling revenue
in customs and excise, which meant of
course that we had to Thce the music of
imposing taxation; and any Government
that has to impose direct taxation need
tnt look to be a popular Government.
Nevertheless we faced the position. First
we imposed taxation, and each M1inister
gave close attention to his office so as to
keep down expenditure in every possible
direction. I do not wish to go into details
at this late hour as to how that economyv
has been effeeted, but it will be sufficient
if I give a few fiznres in connection with
the depart ment I control. It is one ill
which it is not easy' to evonomise; hut
nevertheless, despite the fact that some
£41,000 was spent last year on charities,
harbour and light, lunacy, aborigines, and
medical more t hanl was spent in 1905-6, the
year before we took office, there has been
£7,000 less expenditure than there was in
1905-6. There have been decreases since
that year in such departments as gaols,
£4,400. and police, £10.000, and there has
been a decrease in hospital expenditure of'
some .04,000. while there has been an
increase of £4,700 in revenue in medical
and health, making a total of £19,000
between 1909-10 and 105-6. In oin-
dertaking to make these economies we
(uite recognised, myself in particular.
that we were not adopting a populaur
course. yet it had to be faced. I recog-
nlised Itat in cuttingl down votes such as
hospitals, it wAs not a popular proposal;
at the same time I was prepared to do Diy
duty and to do what I could to help the
Goverment to meet the falling revenue
anid to make ends meet. I sayv without
fear of contradiction that, notwithstand-
ing there has been a suim of C10.000 per
year saved in the police force, it is just
as numerous-it is a little more so-and
just as efficient as it was before. There
has been a saving between 1905-6 and
1909-10 in the Medical and Health De-
partments of £19,000; and again there
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I say without fear of contradiction that
there is not one person who should have
received treatment from the Medical or
Health Departments, that is in the hospi-
tals, has gone without that medical treat-
went.

Hon. B. C. O'Brien: But it has been
hard on the subscribers to the hospitals.
They have not fared so well.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: There
was a system of imposition on the hospi-
tals which was growing tip year by year,
and no 'Minister would tackle it until I
did. After I had been in office a few.
years I was quite satisfied I was on the
right track, and I had no hesitation in
tackling the task to such an extent that
I made a reduction of £16,000 in one
year; and I did it in the face of severe
criticism, and I say now there is not a
person during last year who should have
received treatment who was, through the
economy I effected, turned away from any
hospital. That is only a sample of the
work Ministers have had to face during
the past four years. After four years'
experience I am quite convincied that it is
very foolish to change Ministries any
oftener thaii is necessary. Naturally
when a Minister first g-oes into office it
takes him some time before be is satisfied
that certain things can be done. Of
course he must he tinder the guidance, to
a great extent, of the permanent officials;,
hut when hie has been a couple of years
in office. if he has made a Close Study of
his work, as Ministers of this Government
have done, hie should be in a position to
take a strong hand and say what can and
what cannot be done. That is the posi-
tion taken up by the present Government
and the result is, as you know, that to-day
for the first time for some six years a sur-
plus is shown in the financial position of
the State. I claim with all modesty that the
credit of that state of affairs goes to the
Governmuent, for Ministers, one and all,
devoted their time-I venture to say more
time than has ever heen devoted hitherto
-to the details of the working of their
departments. The good result in the
financial position of the State will prove
of enormous benefit to the country. lut re-
ga rd to a question upon which there has
been a good deal said, and which is pro-

minently mentioned in the Speech, that
of immigration, I desire to take this op-
portunity of paying a tribute to the very
hard work, the rand work, the Premier
did for this State during his visit to the
old country. When he left here he was
not enjoying the very best of health,
and hie wvent away as mutch for a
change as anything else; but I am
afraid lie dlid not study himself, but
worked even harder while in En-land
thani lie (lid here. However, it was all to
the great benefit of this country. Dur-
ing his slay in England the Premier gave
the immigration policy of the Govern-
ment a great fillip, and the result is that
we arc receiving an increased number of
immigrants by every Orient boat since
his visit. In order to encourage and
further assist immigration it has been
decided to create a separate department
of immigration under the Colonial Sec-
ret ary. That has been l)Qt into force
this week. It has also been decided to
add to that branch a. tourists' a~gency.
This is not, one might sayators'
country in the same sense as, perhaps,
New Zealand is, but we have in this
State mnany very nice pleasure resorts
which eon he opened up and which we
inighit be able to induce people to visit.
It must be remembered that we have a
constant stream of people passing to and
from tile old country, and if we can or-
ganfise a department to offer these people
facilities to stay here, to say to them
that if they stay here for a while we
can show them such and such interest-
ing places at such and such a cost, the
chances are that we shall get the people
to tour the country. If this result is
achieved the country will not be the loser.
For that reason the tourist agency has
been added to the LDepartmnt of Imini-
gration.

Hon. J. WV. Kirwan: What will the
tourist agency cost?

The COLOINIAL SECRETARY: The
cost will not be vecry great. The printing
wvill probably conic to a couple of hun-
dred pounds a year, while there will be
one officer in addition to the ordinary
clerks in the Immigration office. The
total expenditure should not be more
than £-500 or £E600 a year for a begin-
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aing. I am stare that even by the end
of the first year a direct profit will be
shown, because onl issuing coupons and
organising tours there is always a corn-
ission given, which goes to the credit

of the department. We have taken over
the Caves, Board, and the tours in con-
nection therewith will in future be
worked by tile department. In the issLu-
ing of coupons and organising thle tours
last year a profit of several hundreds of
pounds was made. It can, therefore, be
w"ell understood that there will be suffi-
cient direct profit to meet the extra cost;
while the indirect profit, by means of the
traffic on the railways and by people
being brought here and shown our re-
sources, wvill be very considerable. With
regard to immigrants, it has been said
inl another place and published in the
Press, that we arc bringing people here
who arc undesirable and for whom there
is no0 room. Such is nlot the case. If we
turn to the returns of our Labour Bureau
we find( that inl March last for country
work some 000 men were wanted but
only 2q8 were available. For the next
month there were 373 wranted and only
265 were available.

Hon. J_ E. Dodd: What were the
wages?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
wages aic published side by side with
'the applications; they were of the very
best, ranging from 25s. a week to £2 a
week for farm labourers, with board, or
8s., 9s , 10s., and in one or two instances
11s, a day to men for clearing. There is
no fault to find with the wages. Ia June
300 men were wanted and only 264 were
available; while in July, the month just
closed, 263 were wanted and only 218
-were available. When one remnembers
that July falls in the depth of winter and
that there is nothing much doing in the
country in that month it is surprising
that as many as 265 men were wanted in
the country and that only 218 were avail-
able. That shows the absolute necessity
for doing everything we canl, for the sake
of the settlement of the land, to see
that as many suitable immigrants as
possible are brought in, as the demand
for labour will increase very consider-
ably in the country during the spring

months. I am only speaking now of
country labour, but in addition to that
a great number of men were found work
in the towns. However, I can confine mly
remarks. to the country labour, for the
policy of the Government has been only
to induce the farm labourers and thle
domestic servant. Mr. Dodd interjected
to-night that there was no need to assist
the farmi labourer as if we brought the,
farmer bore the farm labourer would
soon follow. I do not agree with that.
Surely if we assist to settle people onl the
land we must do all we possibly can to-
give them the necessar'y labour, wore
particularly when they are willing to
pay the very best wages. There is no
diffiulty whatever for these men to ob-
tain employment.

Hon. J. E. Dodd: You mistook my
meaning; I was referring to Mr. Wild-
ing's statement that there was no need
to assist any other kind of labour.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: There-
hans been no class of labour assisted ex-
cept the farm labourer. Something has
been said about dissatisfied immigrants.
During the last .12 months 2,000 immi-
giants have been assisted, and [ wouild
ask membeirs whether they have heard of
20 dissatisfied immigrants. That would
only be one per cent. If one were to
select 2,000 persons in the old country to.
work would one he dissatisfied if out
of that large number 20 did not
turn out as well as was expected?
But there is just this difference in this.
country. While in Canada everyone
seems to try and help the immigration
policy, in Western Australia there ap-
pears to be a desire on the part of cer-
tain people and even members of Parlia-
ment. I regret to say, when dissatisfied
immigrants appear, instead of trying to
make them satisfied, pleasure is taken
in making public the fact that these men
are dissatisfied. Then their eases are
taken up by the Press in the Eastern
States anr the old country, and that
kind of thing, of course, retards our
efforts considerably.

Hon. B. C. O'Brien: Can the Minister
give any idea of what immigration cost
during the last 12 months?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
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report of the Immigration Department
'will be laid on the Table of the House
shortly, and I think the bon, member will
find the information he wants in that.

Hon. J. IV. IKirwan: I notice that the
4excess; of arrivals over departures, accord-
ing to the statistics in 1909, was 1,100.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:
More assisted immigrants than that came
in. What I wish to say is that the condi-
tions under which immigrants have to
work are very different from what they
were years ago when the hulk of the
population came to Australia from over-
sea. At the present time if a man can-
not get just exactly the position that lie
wrants, and at the shortest notice, there is
immediately a r 'v% that thle immigration
policy is wrong,,. With regard to another
matter mnentioned in the Speech-the
freezing works at Wyndham-J am quite
aware of the difficulties concerning the
water supply. Of couarse, it is not to be
supposed that these works wviii be put
there until such a difficulty has been over-
-come and a permanent water supply has
been obtained. The main thing, how-
ever, is to put them somewhere. 1%1r.
Drew iii speaking criticised the proposed
works and thoug-ht that thle wealthy pas-
toralists should construct them. But I
would point out that the freezing- works
are not for the wealthy pastoralists
at all. It is probably unknown to a g-reat
many members that a majority of the
pastoralists in the Kimberleys are not
wealthy men, but small sand poor pastoral-
irs. At the present time they are stand-
ing still, their holdings are not jproduciag-
anything, their cattle are unsaleabhle, the
market is limited, and the supply of meat
from tite far North is entirely in the
bands, of two or three hi; firms.

Hon. W. Kingsniil: And they are
controlled by the shipping companies.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: That
is so. T know of my own knowledge of
dozens of small squatters in thle Kimber-
leys who O*wn fromn 10,000 to 20,000 head
of cattle and who have not been able to
sell during the last year or two suffi-
,cienvt to pay working expenises on
their stations. I know of other in-
stances where they have small over-
drafts, and although they have

10,000 or 15,000 head of cattle
they have not been able to
sell enough to pay interest on their
small overdrafts. The freezing works
wiill be ia boon to these people, be-
cause they will be able to take their
bullocks there. There will be another
advantage. A great proportion of the
Kimberleys is not settled at all.
There is beautiful pastoral country there,
but there is no inducement, for the reason
I have mentioned, to settle that country.
If there is a market for the smlall mkan
that count ry will be taken uip and it will
bring revenute to the State in thle shape
of rents from the holdinits. At the pre-
Sen~lt time it would be mladness to take
uip areas there because there is no mar-
ket for the stock. The (jovernment, be-
comting alive to these facts, were in-
duced to erect freezing works at Wynd-
ham, or at somle other suitable lplace in that
part of the State. I might mention that
the Grovernment have made a departure
in the wvay of cattle stations; they are
trying- an experimient,, and onie thlat I
hope will prove successful. The protee-
tion, and the care of the natives in this
State comes under my control at the pre-
sent time. There has been a good deal of
money spent on thle natives, and not-
withstanding that. there has followed a
great amount of trouble between the
squatters on the Kirnberlcys and the
aborig-ines, especially as the result of the
hitter spearing cattle. We find all the
gaols in the far North aire crowded with
natives convicted principally of the
crime of cattle spearing. The Govern-
"ilnt decided, after givinge thle questwin
great consideration, to try an experiment.
They have purchased at Nicholson's
Range, some 25 miles east of Hall's
Creek. three small stations which hold
about 10,000 headl of cattle, and it is in-
tended to work those stations for the
benefit oif the natives only. The cost of
working- them will be small, and all the
natives aroiul b1 e allowed to go 'in
the station and live there, and while suffi-
cient meat will be killed for their re-
tluirements. the surplus, fat bullueks wil
be sold. Vegettables will also be grown
at this 1)15cc sufflcient for thle pariT" i' of
the natives.
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Hon. W. IKingsmill: You will have
these natives travelling round Perth
in motor car sBoon.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: If
thle natives can get an idea that the
station is their own, it will, I hope, in
time prevent further spearing of cattle
which belong to the pastoralists.

Ron. B. C. O'Brien: The different
-tribes will not fraternise.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: It
is intended to take young cattle from
these three stations and go out into
other country and open up other stations
for the same purpose. This will not
only reduce the cost of the maintenance
of the gaols, and the cost of the police
force, but will help to open tip and
civilise and settle this far Northern
-country. It is an experiment, and one
that I think will be very satisfactory,
both in the way of reducing the cost
of the upkeep of our gaols, anid in the
better treatment of the natives. If
the experiment does not prove successful
there will be no loss to the Government,
because the stations have been bought
at a ridiculously low price. Only 30s.
per head has been paid for the bullocks,
and all the station equipment has been
given in, so that when the freezing
works are built the cattle will be worth
the money paid for them, and if the
experiment should prove a failue, the
cattle can be sold and no loss will be
made. During the recessi I paid a visit
to the North-West, going as far as Derby.
I went purely on departmental business
to look into the care and protection
of Ithe aborigines, and also to open some
new lighthouses, and generally look
into the affairs coming directly under
the control of the Colonial Secretary.
'My friend, Captain Laurie, touched
on a matter that I would like to say a
few words about, that is the erection
of grain sheds at Fremantle. There
has been a good deal said during this
debate with regard to the question of
whether the Government were wise in
allowing the Harbour Trust to build
those grain sheds. Although Mr. Hamers-
Iey, who is a wheat farmer, talked very
glibly in regard to the shipment of wheat
in bulk, it is a very big question indeed.

It is a question that probably, as Mr.
Laurie says, will come about in time;
but there is a very big expenditure
involved, and a great deal of consideration
required.

Hon. W. Kingsmuill: Yes, even for
the fanner.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: To
do the thing properly you must begin
right at the farms. The farmer has
to get a particular wagon in which
to cart his bulk wheat to the train,
and elevators must be provided at every
siding, while special rolling stock will
require to be built for the traffic :on
top of which, of course, we must have
elevators at the ship. Then, ais if that
were not sufficient, we want a special
ship to carry the grain. All this had
consideration by myself in conjunc.
tion with the Harbour Trust before
anything was decided upon. The point
that had to be faced was this: It was;
not a method to be adopted straight
off, but one more likely to be adopted,
if at all, during the next five or six years.
We had to ship 50,000 tons of wheat and,
next year it is estimated that the
quantity will be considerably over 100,000
tons. There was barely time to make
any provision for the handling of that
wheat, and, therefore, the sheds and
handling appliances had to be gone
on with at once, and there was no time
to go into the question of whether or
not the wheat should be handled in
bulk. But even if, after a lapse of four
or five years, it be decided to ship wheat
in bulk, very little of the expense incurred
at North Fremantle will be lost. And
in any case, even if thle bulk method
were to be resolved upon, probably for
the next 10 years its adoption would
only be partial. Take the Argentine
to-day: There the greater part of thle
wheat is brought down to the ships
in bags and is taken from the bags and
put into the ships in built. Now if that
system were adopted in Western Australia
the present shed and handling appliances
would be required just as much as they
are to-day. In order to show the
difficulties surrounding this question I
may mention that in South Australia
a Royal Commission sat for 20 months
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considering the matter. And this is
the summary of the Commnission's report-

Among the advantages claimed
for the system of bulk handling are:
(a) Saving in the use of bags ; (b)
cheaper handling between the farm
and the export wharf ; (c expeditions
loading of boats and cheaper sea
freights ; (d) expeditious use of rail-
way rolling stock ; (e) higher prices
through grading and better cleaning.
The principal objections urged against
the adopting of the systemn are :-(a)
Its great initial cost;- (b) Unsuitability
of vessels now used for carrying wheat;
(c) Uncertainty as to whether the grain
will carry satisfactorily in bulk from
Australia.

That is the point. As M1r. Laurie has
said, it is not at all certain that wheat
can be carried satisfactorily in bulk
from Australia to the home markets.
The report continues-

(d) Insufficient quantity exported
to justify the installation of the
system ; (e) the hostile attitude of
shippers; (f) the limited number of
foreign ports possessing facilities for
handlingr wheat in bulk. After a
careful review of the pros and cons
your Commissioners feel that, while
the case for the adoption of the bulk
handling system is strong, they would
not he justified in recommending its
installation forthwith. The unfriendly
attitude of the wheat shippers, the
fact that the securing of an adequate
shipping provision would take a con-
siderable time. and the need for com-
pletely demonstrating that the ques-
tions of insurance, conveyance on the
ocean, condition of the grain, rates
of sea freight, delivery at the other
end, and the price obtainable for
graded w-heat, present no substantial
difficulty, convince us that the time
is not yet ripe for a full institution
of bulk handling methods.

That was the finding of a Royal Comn-
mission sitting in South Australia for
20 months. I only mention it to bring
before- lion, members the difficulties
to be met in considering this question.
It is a very big problem indeed, and one
that I notice has been touched upon

in the Press by correspondent- who
are prepared to deal with it in a very
few lines. I simply make these remarks
in explanation of the Government's
action in having these wheat sheds
built at North Fremantle. In regard
to the mining industry I notice certain
lion. members, principally Mr. Brimage,.
inferring that the Government are not
dealing fairly by the goldfields and the-
gold mining industry. Mr. Brimage
went on to say that he was not at all;
jealous of the attention being given
to the agricultural industry ; but I
think, although he may have been
unconscious of it, there was an element
of jealousy in his feelings. Nothing
has been said to show that the Govern-
ment have altered thenr attitude towards;
the goldfields, or that the gold mining
industry is treated any worse to-day
than is hes been during the past 10 years.
Principally in the development of gold.
fields come railways and water supplies.
In regard to railways the Government
certainly cannot be accused of not-
attending to the requirements of the
goldfields. The railways constructed and
under constrtiction by the Moore Govern-
ment total 733 miles, of which the
goldields railways aggregate 373 miles
at a cost of £662,000. Those in other-
parts of the State have a length of 360
miles, or 13 miles less than those of the
goldfields, while the cost has been
£623,000, or £40,000 less than the amount
spent on the gold fields lines. There
have been the Hopetoun-Ravensthorpe,
the Coolgardie-Norseman, the Mount
Magnet-Sandstone. the Port Hedland-
Marble Bar, and the Nannine-Meekatharra
railways constructed by the Moore Gov-
ernment in furtherance of a policy of
developing the mining industry-surely
not a bad record. It will be seen that
whatever may be said in regard to.
assistance given to agriculture and the*
building of agricultural railways, just
as much has been done for the goldfields
during the last four years. Then again
in regard to water supply. One member
was rather severe in his criticism in regard
to the treatment of the goldfields in
reference to water supply. I find that
last year there was £30,000 spent on.
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the goldfields on water supply, and that
since 1901 the expenditure on water
supply on the goldfields has been £248,000.

Hon. W. ru3ngetiil: Apart from
the Goldfields Water Supply ?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: I
am glad the lion. member has reminded
me. I am leaving out of account
altogether the Goldfields Water Supply.
When I mention £30,000 it is covered
entirely by dams, wells, etcetera through-
out the goldfields, apart altogether from
the Goldfields Water Supply ; and the
£248,000 has been spent on the gold-
fields in the development of water
supplies. Interest and working expenses
on that sw-n would represent £189,000,
and the revenue received was only
£92,000, showing a net loss of £97,000
on water supplies for the goldfields,
on the expenditure provided from the
vote for the development of goldfields.

IHon. J. W. Kirwan: Can you give
any estimate of the revenue derived
from the goldfields as compared with the
rest of the State during that period?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: No;
I am not prepared at the moment to
give the total revenue ;I am pointing
out the amount spent on water supplies
and assisting new goldfields. Notwith-
standing there has been a deficiency
of £597,000 no reasonable request has
been refused, and this.- is clearly
shown by the fact that £30,000
was spent last year in this direction.
Now the country from Ravensthorpe,
Norsemian, and Southern Cross right up
to Sandstone and including the outside
districts like Mulline has been con-
nected up with water supplies, such as
wells and dams. This is a sufficient
reply to lion. members who have stated
that nothing is done for the prospector.
Again, at the latest discovery at Tanami,
wells have been put down between there

. and Hall's Creek, so that if that gold-
field develops, though it is in South
Australia, Western Australia will get
the benefit of the trade. Speaking of

* Tanami I am rather reminded of a
remark made by Mr. IKingsmill to-night
which is very true. Mhr. Brimage in
speaking of the goldfields always seems
to think that anything not done on the

Eastern Goldfields is not done for the
mining industry. Surely other goldfields
are entitled to some consideration as well
as the Eastern Goldfields ?

Hon. J. W. Kirwan : The hion. member
is not here to defend a statement of
that kind.

Hon. WV. Kingsmull: It is a very wvise
remark made generally, I think.

Hon. J1. WV. Kirwan: I certainly
think it is not a proper representation
of 'the lion. member's views.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: Again,
every facility is offered by the Minister
for Mines for cheap crushing. Also
in regard to assisting the prospector,
we find that the prospector can hold
18 acres for 18 months without paying
any rent. In no other part of Australia
is a prospector treated in that way.
It is to the credit of Mir. Gregory, the
present Minister, that he brought in
this system of free prospecting areas,
of which 845 are, held representing an
area of 12,465 acres without any rent
ever being asked or paid for them. Again
where public batteries are not available
thirty private batteries are subsidised,
and at these batteries 30,000 tons of ore
were crushed last year at a cost to the
State of Is. 51d. per ton. By the end
of 1909 there were 35 State mills, and
since then batteries have been provided
at Marble Bar and Bit. Sir Samuel.
The capital cost of the State mills has
been £282,000. The receipts from the
State plants have amounted to £695,634
and the expenditure to £727,857, showing
a deficiency of £32,223. These mills
have crushed since their inception 73.5,000
tons of ore for 764,000 ozs. of gold, or
over an ounce of gold to the ton, and
having a value of £3,283,119. That is
money produced in the State and assist-
tance given to the prospector that will
bear favourable comparison to that
given in any part of the world. I point
this out merely in justice to the Govern-
went and in justice to myself as repre-
sentative of a goldfields province wvhen
it has been said that nothing has been
done for the mining industry.

Hon. R. D). McKenzie: No one said
that nothing had been done.
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The COLONIAL SECRETARY: I
do not say that ; but, rather by inference
than by direct statement, certain mem-
bers would have us believe that the
mining industry was not receiving fair
treatment at the present time. Now,
in regard to the crushing charges, the
hon. member said that the crushing
charges were something like 10s. per ton.
Taking last month's statement of the
public batteries operations during June,
I find that the crushing at the Mensies,
puhir! battery cost 5s. 2d. and that
the department's charges to the cus-
tomners were 8s. 2d. Let mae say that
mijost of the batteries crush by the hour.
and if they get the quantity of stone
they can crush a great deal cheaper
than if they are only kept going a third
of their capacity which, unfortunately,
they have only been doing lately. I do
not wish to go any further into this
matter. I think I have said sufficient
to show that everything possible has been
done for the prospector, and in the
future everything possible will be
done for him. I think, however,
credit ought to be given to the Govern-
ment that this assistance is given. If
we take these public batteries we find
the amount spent on them to the end
of 1909 was £275,000. Interest on that
amount is £86,000, and the losses in
working and interest amount to £105,000.
If we add depreciation, which is £152,000,
it shows a loss of 1275,000. If we wish
to make interest on that money we
would have to increase the crushing
charge by 2s,. 6d. a ton; that would repre-
sent £86,000. The batteries, however, are
not asked to make interest, so the crush-
ing charge is kept down by 2s. 6d. a ton.,
In other words it is £86,000 in assistance
to the prospector to crush his ore cheaply.
Let me say again the assistance given
to prospectors by the present Govern-
ment will compare favourably with the
astistance given in any other part of
the world- I know, unfortunately, that
F i-day mining in Western Australia is
not fashionable, and because it is not
and capital is not flowing in people are
apt to blame the Government for not
giving as sistance. It is not possible
for any more assistance to be given

to the mining industry than the Gov-
ernment are giving it now. Ten or
twelve years ago mining, so far as Western
Australia was concerned, was very fash-
ionable, for a large amount of capital for
mines floated in, and whether the mine
was a good one or not no difficulty was
experienced in getting it floated. As a
matter of fact somnetlines too much
capital came in, for the people who put
money in did not even question the
value of the properties in which their
money was invested. Now, however,
that capital has ceased to flow. This
is not due to any neglect on the part of
the Government, or to any want of
assistance given to the industry by
them. Another rather peculiar state-
ment made during the debate was in
regard to the School of Mines at Kal-
goorlie being under the control of the
Mines Department. If there is one thing
goldfields members should rejoice in
it in the fact that the School of Mines is
under the direct control of that Depart-
ment. What would happen if it were
under the Education Department, as
the hon. member suggested ? The result
would undoubtedly be that in time the
School of Mines, would become
more or less a technical school. The
Mines Department.. however, have control
of a School of Mines which is of the
greatest benefit to Kalgoorlie and to
the mining industry generally. Surely
for having adopted this course the
Government should receive praise from
a goldfields member rather than con-
demnation. With regard to the question
of assisting the prospectors we find that
under the Mines 1)evelopment Act there
has been no less a sum than £1I,450,000
spent on the development of the gold-
fields out of Loan votes alone, not to
speak of assistance given to prospectors
under the Mines Development Vote.

Hoen. J. W. Kirwan: Does the Colonial
Secretory consider that a paragraph
of six lines in the Governor's Speech is
doing justice to the big mining industry ?

The COLOINIAL SECRETARY:- If
the member looks at the Speech he
will find that more than six lines are
devoted to the subject, but no amount
of apace devoted in the Speech to the
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industry will assist it. What is con-
tained in the Speech is principally the
programme of work to be carried out
during the session. It is no argument
that because one-half, one-third, or
one-fourth of the Speech is not taken
up in mentioning mining that the subject
is neglected. The Government cannot
do more for the industry than they are
doing. They continue to assist the
prospector and the small mine-owner.
Surely that is not a matter to be stated
in the Governor's Speech.

Hon. J. E. Dodd: Are not the Govern-
ment following the lead of those people
who consider mining in Western Australia
to be unfashionable ?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY : Surely
that cannot he suggested in view of
the statement I have made as to the
assisatance which is given to the industry
in the shape of water supplies, advancing
money to prospectors under the Mines
flevelopment Act, loaning prospectors
camels, and, in fact, assistance in every
possible way. Mention has been made
of the officials who have been appointed
in the Agricultural Department as show-
ing that more attention is paid to agricul-
tire than to mining. It must not be
forgotten, however, that the Agricultural
Department is new compared with the
Mines Department, and, therefore, it
is necessary that certain high officials
should be appointed, such as the Director
of Agriculture and the fruit expert.
It is argued that because no corresponding
appointments; to these have been made
of late in the Mines Department there-
fore the mining industry is neglected.
That argument will not hold water for
.one moment, for appointments in the
Mines Department, corresponding to
those I hlave referred to in the Agricul-
tural Department, were made years
ago, when such officials as the State
Mining Engineer and the Government
Geologist were chosen. I could say a
great deal more in regard to this par-
ticular question but I ame afraid I would
be taking the risk of wearying members
if I did so at this late hour. There are
one or two other matters, however, I
wish to refer to briefly. Remnarks were
made by 'Mr. Dodd in connection with

the Arbitration Act. I regret to say
that the working of that Act has not
been altogether a success, but the
complaint made by the hon. member
was one as to the hardship experienced
in getting cases before the Arbitration
Court. I was rather disappointed in.
his remarks in that respect, because I
expected from the position he is occupying
that we would have received some
suggestions from him as to how the
Act should be amended in order to
provide that the awards of the court
were better carried out than is the case
at present. 'Undoubtedly -the weakness
in the Act now is the carrying out of the
awards of the court. I 'know that
lately, according to the statement of the
President, a weakness has been referred
to, that is the difficulty that exists in
getting a6 dispute brought before the
court. That matter is receiving atten-
tion, but at the same time I think a
more important matter is to devise means
whereby the parties to these disputes
should be made to carry out the awards
given by the court. I do not wish to
delay the House longer.

lon. W. Kingsmifl: What about
those children ?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: With
regard to the small matter which the hon.
member mentioned, as to a grant to a
very deserving society, I can only sa-y
I have the greatest regard for the work
that society is carrying out, and that in
the coining Estimates the question of
making a grant will receive the best con-
sideration in order to see whether some
assistance can not be afforded. I desire
to thank members for the bearing they
hare given me, and for the generous cri-
ticism with w;hich the Speech has been
received.-

Question put and passed: the Address
adopted,

ADJOURNMETBNT- STATE OF
B3USINESS.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
J. D. Counolly): I think it will meet
the wishes of members if I move the ad-
journment until Tuesday, the 6th Sep-
tember. I will do so because it is not
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proposed to introduce a great number of
Bills into this H-ouse this session for the
simple reason that, I think, we would
be wasting time, remembering that there
are such measures as the Health Bill, the
Licensing Bill, the Redistribution of
Seats Bill, and a few minor Bills to be
got through iii another place. I hope the
other place will be sufficiently advanced
by the time we meet again to keep us
going. This adjournment -will obviate the
necessity for country members to come
a long distance for, perhaps, a day 's sit-
ting a week. I move-

That the House at its rising adjourn
to Tuesday, the 6th September.
Question passed.

House adjourned at 171 p.m.

icoisiative Bezsemblvy,
Thursday, 4th August, 1910.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
pam., and read pr-ayers.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the Mfinister for Mines: 1, Report

of the Royal Commission appointed to in-
quire into charges made by MI-. A. X.
Wilson against the trustees of the Collie
Coal M1ines Accident Relief Fund Trust.
2, Return showing accidents to guards
and shunters in the Railway Department.

QUESTION-UNCHARTRD ROCK,
"PERICLES" WRECK.

Mr. URPHY asked the Premier: 1,
Is it the intention of the Government lo
continue the search for the rock upon
which the "Pericles" is supposed to have
Struck? 2, If so, will the Government, in
keeping with the importance of the dan-
ger to human lives and the amount of
private property concerned, commence
the research as soon as possible?

Thle PREMIER replied: 1, The Gov-
cernment have requested that one of the
vessels of the Australian ]Fleet be des-
patched to thoroughly examine the *aters
in the vicinity of the position given by
the master of the "Pericles" as to where
the ship shruck; all that was possible
having already been done by the Govern-
ment wnith the appliances available to find
the rock, 2, The Government are await-
ing a reply to the communication re-
farred to fromn His Excellency the Com-
mander-in-Chief.

QUESTION- GOVERNMENT OFFI-
CES RENTED.

Mr. KEENAN asked the Minister for
Works: 1, What is the total rental paid
or payable by the State Government for
offices rented in the city of Perth for the
use of State Government institutions? 2,
What provision, if any, is made in respect
Of Suich tenancies for surrender of same?

The PREMI17ER (for the Minister for
Works) replied: 1, £1,850 per annum.
2I, All these tenancies, with the exception
of the following, are terminable onl either
one week's or one month's notice:-Taxa-
tion Department offices, 30th Sept ember,
1911. Charities Department and Child-
ren 's Court, 31st October, 2911. Stores
Department's offices, 6 months' notice.

QUESTION- TREASURY FUNDS,
INTEREST.

.1r. KEENLAN asked the Treasurer: 1,
Has he entered into negotiations with any
bank or banks carrying on business in
Western Australia to take onl deposit for
a fixed period or otherwise moneys *now
in his hands as Colonial Treasurer? 2,
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